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THE FUTILITY OF REGULATING SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT IN A 

GLOBAL MEDIA ENVIRONMENT 

Rick G. Morris* 

Social media reaches more people on the planet than any prior form of 
media and transmits more information world-wide than ever before. It is 
an empowering factor in establishing and growing communities, but at 
the same time, creates havoc and disseminates pernicious and perhaps 
dangerous speech. And so it has been with the media from the beginning 
of time. Throughout the media’s history, efforts at regulation or control 
of media speech has been fraught with difficulty, ineffectiveness, 
discrimination, and failure. The use of technology can deceive the 
consumer of the information, and the social media companies as well. 
Both government attempts at regulation and actions of private actors, the 
media themselves, have failed, and this paper demonstrates those 
repeated failures. The nature of speech, especially political speech, is 
such that even the definition of what is good and bad, right and wrong, is 
elusive. Because the speech belongs to each speaker and no prior effort to 
moderate it has worked, and because modern technology thwarts the 
possibility of accurate assessment or control, this paper establishes that 
attempts at social media content regulation are futile.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The social media site Facebook is criticized by the Speaker of the 
House for not taking  down an altered video of her; she says this is a sign 
that Facebook was cooperating with the Russians in 2016.1  A deepfake2 

video of Mark Zuckerberg appears to show him talking about  amassing 
power.3  YouTube attempts to remove thousands of videos pushing 
extreme views.4  The former President of the United States regularly 
criticizes Twitter.5  In times of crisis, there are claims for fake cures of the 
Coronavirus, or conflicting reports of who is responsible for the initial 
spread of the virus.6  The controversies surrounding speech on social or 
digital media arise almost daily, perhaps hourly, perhaps even more 
often.   

Shouldn’t something be done about the media that gets out of line?  
Shouldn’t something be done to protect people?  Shouldn’t something be 
done to keep other countries from interfering with our elections?  
Perhaps.  But while the law is good at regulating the flow of traffic on 
roadways, the enforcement of commercial contracts, determining what 
constitutes a crime, and numerous other more clearly defined subjects, it 
has largely been failed at adequately regulating speech—especially 
political speech. 

The marketplace for speech is full of diverse actors not subject to 
government control and located worldwide.  When a platform like 

 
1 Celia Kang, Nancy Pelosi Criticizes Facebook for Handling of Altered Videos, 

N.Y. TIMES (May 29, 2019), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/29/technology/facebook-pelosi-video.html. 

2 Robert Chesney & Danielle Citron, Deepfakes and the New Disinformation 
War, FOREIGN AFFS. (Jan.–Feb. 2019), 
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/world/2018-12-11/deepfakes-and-new-
disinformation-war. (A deepfake is a video or media that has been altered to produce a 
“fake” that is so convincing that “they are impossible to distinguish from the real 
thing.”); See also Robert Chesney & Danielle Citron, Deep Fakes: A Looming Challenge 
for Privacy, Democracy, and National Security, 107 CALIF. L. REV. 1753 (2019). 

3 Lex Harris, CBS News Asks Facebook to Remove "Deepfake" Video of Mark 
Zuckerberg With Unauthorized CBSN Trademark, CBS NEWS (June 12, 2019, 11:01 PM), 
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/cbs-news-asks-facebook-to-remove-deep-fake-
video-of-mark-zuckerberg-with-unauthorized-cbsn-trademark/. 

4 Kevin Roose & Kate Conger, YouTube to Remove Thousands of Videos 
Pushing Extreme Views, N.Y. TIMES (June 5, 2019), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/05/business/youtube-remove-extremist-
videos.html. 

5 Reuters Staff, Trump Criticizes Twitter in a Tweet, Urges ‘Fairer’ Social 
Media, REUTERS (Apr. 23, 2019, 7:55 AM), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-
trump-twitter/trump-criticizes-twitter-in-tweet-urges-fairer-social-media-
idUSKCN1RZ171. 

6 Greg Nyilasy, Fake News in the Age of COVID-19, PURSUIT (Apr. 10, 2020), 
https://pursuit.unimelb.edu.au/articles/fake-news-in-the-age-of-covid-19; Philip 
Ball, The Cure for Fake News: How to Read About the Coronavirus, GUARDIAN (Apr. 11, 
2020, 11:00 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/11/the-cure-for-
fake-news-how-to-read-about-the-coronavirus; Jane Lytvynenko, Here’s A Running 
List of the Latest Hoaxes Spreading About the Coronavirus, BUZZFEED NEWS (Mar. 24, 
2020, 11:52 AM), 
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/janelytvynenko/coronavirus-fake-news-
disinformation-rumors-hoaxes. 
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Twitter bans the account of the President of the United States,7 it is taking 
independent action that is not subject to government control.  What it is 
subject to, however, are the various market forces that affect speech, 
from the economic marketplace to the reputational marketplace.  The 
impact of these factors, among others, is a sign that individuals and 
markets are good at adapting to change and that the government is not 
the appropriate regulator of twenty-first century speech. 
 But do social media platforms have too much power?  When it 
comes to political speech, Mark Zuckerberg, President of Facebook, once 
said that Facebook will not police political speech, even when under fire 
from presidential candidates.8  During her presidential campaign, 
Elizabeth Warren criticized Facebook as being a “disinformation-for-
profit machine” and accused Zuckerberg of using the First Amendment to 
protect his profit.9  Facebook eventually changed its mind about political 
speech, deciding that Trump’s speech should be limited or even banned 
altogether, as Twitter has now done.10  Many other platforms followed 
suit, without government regulation or rule.  The former President has 
been banned on Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, Snapchat, and even 
Shopify.11  More recently, Facebook chose to ban all news, from both local 
and international outlets, on the continent of Australia during a feud with 
the Australian government over legislation that would require platforms 
like Facebook to pay news publishers for their content.12   

   
 The pernicious speech is not just political. In 2019, Facebook was 
fined $2.3 million for under-reporting complaints about hate speech.13  
Major internet companies have been called upon to avoid the 
dissemination and promotion of this kind of material, whether direct 
hate speech,14 speech about alleged hate crimes, such as the shootings in 

 
7 Kate Conger & Mike Issac, Twitter Permanently Bans Trump, Capping Online 

Revolt, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 8, 2021), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/08/technology/twitter-trump-suspended.html. 

8 Cecilia Kang & Mike Issac, Defiant Zuckerberg Says Facebook Won’t Police 
Political Speech, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 21, 2019), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/17/business/zuckerberg-facebook-free-
speech.html. 

9 Id. 
10 Elizabeth Dwoskin, Facebook Outsources its Decision to Ban Trump to 

Oversight Board, WASH. POST. (Jan. 21, 2021), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/01/21/facebook-oversight-board-
trump-ban/. 

11 Hannah Denham, These are the Platforms That Have Banned Trump and His 
Allies, WASH. POST. (Jan 14, 2021), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2021/01/11/trump-banned-social-
media/. 

12 Kerry Flynn, Facebook Bans News in Australia as Fight With Government 
Escalates, CNN BUS. (Feb. 19, 2021, 4:25 AM), 
https://www.cnn.com/2021/02/17/media/facebook-australia-news-ban/index.html. 

13 Queenie Wong, Facebook Fined $2.3 Million for Violating Germany’s Hate 
Speech Law, CNET (July 2, 2019), https://www.cnet.com/news/facebook-fined-2-3-
million-for-violating-germanys-hate-speech-law/. 

14 Facebook’s Objectionable Content Policies do not permit hate speech. See 
Community Standards: Hate Speech, FACEBOOK, 

https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards/hate_speech (last visited Jan. 29, 
2021).  But see, Ariana Tobin, Madeleine Varner & Julia Angwin, Facebook’s Uneven 
Enforcement of Hate Speech Rules Allows Vile Posts to Stay Up, PROPUBLICA (Dec. 28, 
2017, 5:53 PM), https://www.propublica.org/article/facebook-enforcement-hate-
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Christchurch, New Zealand and El Paso, Texas,15 or other speech that is 
problematic, graphic, or offensive.  On the other hand, digital media, 
from Twitter to Facebook, has been key to the protests of those seeking 
civil rights from Iran to Hong Kong.16  Suppressing digital speech17 can 
have unintended collateral damage including stopping the ability of 
protesters to get messages out of their countries.  How do you walk the 
line between beneficial regulation and the suppression of social dialogue?  
There is no easy answer.  Even Mark Zuckerberg’s stance on regulation 
eventually changed, and Facebook removed a Trump political 
advertisement when it used a particularly offensive image.18 

What should be done about internet political speech gone awry?  
Or speech that is hateful or harmful?  This article will argue that while 
some change might be possible, little can be done.  That fact is proven by 
previous failed attempts to regulate speech across other media, especially 
because most media is easier to regulate than the wild, wild internet.  
More importantly, regulation of internet speech should be cautious, 
because the internet is a crucial communication tool of diverse interests 
and peoples throughout the world.  This article will look back in time and 
support its arguments on years of tradition and precedent, and more 
importantly, on years of failed regulation.  The position of speech as an 
inherent right and a protected human activity19 is a noble and righteous 

 
speech-rules-mistakes; Sheila Deng & Katie Paul, Facebook Frustrates Advertisers as 
Boycott Over Hate Speech Kicks Off, REUTERS (July 1, 2020, 1:37 AM), 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-ads-boycott/facebook-frustrates-
advertisers-as-boycott-over-hate-speech-kicks-off-idUSKBN2424GS. 

15 Christchurch Attacks: Facebook Curbs Live Feature, BBC NEWS (May 15, 
2019), https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-48276802. 

16 See Eric Li, 280 Characters to Change the World: Twitter in the Hong Kong 
Protests, HARV. INT’L REV. (Apr. 1, 2020, 1:59 AM); Grace Shao, Social Media Has 
Become a Battleground in Hong Kong’s Protests, CNBC (Aug 15, 2019), 
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/08/16/social-media-has-become-a-battleground-in-
hong-kongs-protests.html; Tamara Abueish, Social Media Joins Protests on the Ground 
in Iran Despite Internet Blackout, ALARABIYA NEWS (May 20, 2020, 10:53 AM), 
https://english.alarabiya.net/media/digital/2019/11/17/Social-media-joins-protests-
on-the-ground-in-Iran-despite-internet-blackout. 

17 Practically all communication from television to cellphone is now “digital” 
in its absolute nature and technology.  Notwithstanding the engineering technology 
that has digitized everything, this paper will use “digital speech” to refer to internet-
based speech. 

18 Donie O’Sullivan, Facebook Says it Took Down Trump Ads Because They 
Used Nazi Symbol, CNN BUS. (June 19, 2020, 5:42 AM), 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/06/18/tech/facebook-trump-ads-triangle-
takedown/index.html; Ben Collins & Brandy Zadrozny, Facebook Removes Trump Ads 
for Violating ‘Organized Hate’ Policy, NBC NEWS (June 18, 2020, 2:35 PM), 
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/facebook-removes-trump-ads-violating-
organized-hate-policy-n1231468. 

19 G.A. Res. 217 (III) A, Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Dec. 10, 1948). 
(“Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes 
freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart 
information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.”); Human Rights 
Act 1998, c. 42 (Gr. Brit.) (“Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right 
shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas 
without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. This Article shall 
not prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting, television or cinema 
enterprises.”); Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms, Nov. 4, 1950, 213 U.N.T.S. 222, art. 10. [hereinafter European Convention 
on Human Rights] (entered into force Sept. 3, 1953) (“Everyone has the right to 
freedom of expression.  This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive 
and impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and 
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position, but it has been undermined by attempts to regulate individuals 
time and time again. 

I. DIGITAL AND SOCIAL SPEECH 

Prior to the 2020 election, digital media was preparing. YouTube 
was ready to sell ad space for the 2020 presidential race, and to make a 
fortune doing so.20  And why not, when political advertising makes 
traditional media a fortune?  Traditional broadcasters predicted that the 
2020 campaign would set new records for political advertising.21  The 
value of political advertising inures to both digital platforms and 
traditional media; in the 2018 midterm elections, advertising on digital 
platforms increased 260% over 2014 to almost a billion dollars, and the 
total cost of political advertising on broadcast and cable was $3.8 billion.22  
One estimate between the 2016 presidential election year and the 2020 
presidential race suggested that spending would increase to $10 billion, 
up 59% from 2016.23  Much is at stake for all of social media, and social 
media companies stand to gain more money in advertising and counter 
advertising; the bigger the controversies, the harder-fought the election, 
the more disagreement, the more that foreign interests want to buy ads 
during the election season, the more money that social media companies 
stand to make. 

Many believe that Google, Twitter, and Facebook’s advertising 
policies are bad for the country,24 even though the three companies have 
completely different policies.  Google and Facebook will permit political 
ads while Twitter bans them.25  In an article for CNN, Ann Ravel criticized 
Twitter’s policy, arguing that it might favor candidates who can afford 
traditional television advertising over the cheaper digital advertising and 
prejudice those who could not.26  On the other side, she criticized 
Facebook’s refusal to fact-check politicians in their posts.27  This 

 
regardless of frontiers. This article shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing 
of broadcasting, television or cinema enterprises.”); U.S. CONST. amend. I. (“Congress 
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free 
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the 
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of 
grievances.”) 

20 Emily Glazer & Patience Haggin, For Sale at YouTube: Political Ad Space in 
2020, WALL ST. J. (Oct 8, 2019, 5:24 PM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/youtube-tries-
to-wrest-campaign-ad-dollars-from-facebook-and-local-tv-11570527000. 

21 Andrew Edgecliffe-Johnson, Broadcasters Forecast 2020 Political Advertising 
Bonanza, FIN. TIMES (Mar 11, 2019), https://www.ft.com/content/d041cd3e-41e2-
11e9-b896-fe36ec32aece. 

22 Sara Fischer, Political Ad Spending Hits New Record for 2018 Midterm 
Elections, AXIOS (Nov. 6, 2018), https://www.axios.com/record-midterm-ad-spend-
explodes-money-was-no-object-1541450836-f92d1767-ad5f-4d85-99ee-
96d9847e7691.html. 

23 Brad Adgate, The 2020 Elections Will Set (Another) Ad Spending Record, 
FORBES (Sept 3, 2019, 9:44 AM), 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bradadgate/2019/09/03/the-2020-elections-will-set-
another-ad-spending-record/?sh=31ebcdb21836. 

24 Ann M. Ravel, Facebook, Google, and Twitter’s Political Ad Policies Are Bad 
for Democracy, CNN (Dec. 18, 2019, 3:08 PM), 
https://www.cnn.com/2019/12/18/perspectives/facebook-google-twitter-political-
ads. 

25 Id. 
26 Id. 
27 Id. 
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perspective piece illustrates the heart of the problem: that there is no 
satisfactory way out for the social media companies.  No matter what they 
do, what kind of line they draw, they will be criticized.  The author makes 
an important point, saying: “Ultimately, social media companies like 
Facebook, Twitter, and Google shouldn’t be making sweeping decisions 
about political speech.”28 

Further, the laws for content vary worldwide, which changes the 
calculus for social networks.  For example, Facebook was fined in 
Germany for not limiting hate speech.29  Many social networks are being 
banned in counties like North Korea, Iran, and even China, an example of 
the conflicting viewpoints worldwide.30  What might be perfectly 
permissible in one country might be illegal in another.  Being global 
platforms, each company has had to decide what to do, and whether to 
change their content by country. 

There has been plenty of effort to address these issues on the part 
of companies themselves.  In 2018, Facebook committed to bringing in 
two advisors to perform an external audit of its policies in a civil rights 
audit and a political bias review.31

  But as Businessweek noted a year 
later, the company “still runs on an ‘endless cycle of fury and 
apology.’”32  Facebook might unintentionally stir conflict by permitting 
posts that stir ethnic tensions in Sri Lanka, for example, or else other 
“terrible things like child exploitation, terrorism, and extortion.”33  But 
it is not for lack of trying.  Facebook employs or contracts for 15,000 
people around the world to moderate content.34

  It is the responsibility of 
these moderators to review content for hate speech, violent attacks, and 
graphic pornography.35  Keeping ahead of as many as two billion posts 

 
28 Id. (However, Ravel also suggests that speech could possibly be regulated by 

Congress or the FEC, and this author respectfully disagrees with that position, as 
argued in this article.). 

29 Thomas Escritt, Germany Fines Facebook for Under-Reporting Complaints, 
REUTERS (July 2, 2019, 8:10 AM), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-
germany-fine/germany-fines-facebook-for-under-reporting-complaints-
idUSKCN1TX1IC. 

30 See Eric Talmadge, North Korea Announces Blocks on Facebook, Twitter, 
and YouTube, GUARDIAN (Apr. 1, 2016, 7:56 AM), 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/apr/01/north-korea-announces-blocks-on-
facebook-twitter-and-youtube; Sheera Frenkel, Iranian Authorities Block Access to 
Social Media Tools, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 2, 2018), 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/02/technology/iran-protests-social-media.html; 
Li Yuan, A Generation Grows Up in China Without Google, Facebook or Twitter, N.Y. 
TIMES (Aug. 6, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/06/technology/china-
generation-blocked-internet.html. 

31 Sara Fischer, Exclusive: Facebook Commits to Civil Rights Audit and Political 
Bias Review, AXIOS (May 2, 2018), https://www.axios.com/scoop-facebook-
committing-to-internal-pobias-audit-1525187977-160aaa3a-3d10-4b28-a4bb-
b81947bd03e4.html. 

32 Sarah Frier, Facebook’s Crisis Management Algorithm Runs on Outrage, 
BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK (Mar. 14, 2019, 5:00 AM), 
https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2019-facebook-neverending-crisis/. 

33 Id. 
34 Casey Newton, The Trauma Floor: The Secret Lives of Facebook 

Moderators in America, VERGE (Feb. 25, 2019, 8:00 AM), 
https://www.theverge.com/2019/2/25/18229714/cognizant-facebook-content-
moderator-interviews-trauma-working-conditions-arizona. 

35 Id. 
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per day in a hundred languages is a challenge.36  The futility of this can 
be seen in the adoption of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, Section 
23037—the section that gives immunity to internet Service Providers 
(ISPs) for the  content of their users.  The controversy surrounding 
Section 230 and its protections of social media was the subject of intense 
public debate during 2020.38 
 The two cases that led to the origin of Section 230 are 
contradictory and clearly illustrate the problem caused by internet 
regulation and Congress’s response in adopting Section 230. First, in 
Stratton Oakmont v. Prodigy Services Company, a post to an electronic 
bulletin board alleged a person had committed fraud, and the subject of 
the post sued the Prodigy, the owner of the website, for libel.39  The court 
held that Prodigy was liable for the content posted on its website by a 
user.40  Contrast that case with Cubby, Inc. v. CompuServe Inc., where 
the court held that in the case of defamation, CompuServ could be held 
liable for a user post only if it knew about the content.41

  These two very 
different outcomes, both in  the state of New York, helped Congress to see 
that the internet was a unique forum.  In response to the conflicting 
caselaw developing around the country, Congress enacted Section 230 of 
the Telecommunications Act of 1996.42  This section gave distributors of 
user-generated content on the internet immunity for the content posted 
by users.  Someone was still liable for the pernicious content, but the 
burden shifted from the deep pockets of the companies to the person who 
posted the content.43

  This decision paralleled other defamation laws 
where the “speaker” is the one liable for bad speech.44 
 Section 230 is not immutable.  It has already been modified by the 
FOSTA-SESTA Act to remove immunity for civil or criminal liability 
related to sex trafficking.45  In that Act, Congress aimed “to promote the 
continued development of the Internet and other interactive computer 
services and other interactive media,”46 and “to preserve the vibrant and 
competitive free market that presently exists for the Internet and other 
interactive computer services, unfettered by Federal or State 
regulation[.]”47  To accomplish this, the Act ensured that no provider 
would be treated as a “speaker,”48 but that if they did undertake to restrict 
material that was lewd, excessively violent, harassing, or otherwise 

 
36 Jason Koebler & Joseph Cox, The Impossible Job: Inside Facebook’s Struggle 

to Moderate Two Billion People, VICE (Aug 23, 2018, 1:15 PM), 
https://www.vice.com/en/article/xwk9zd/how-facebook-content-moderation-works. 

37 47 U.S.C. § 230, Pub. L. No. 104–104 (1996). 
38 Salvador Rodriguez, Facebook, Google, and Twitter CEOs to Testify Before 

Congress on Oct. 28, CNBC (Oct 2, 2020, 7:51 PM), 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/10/02/facebook-google-and-twitter-ceos-to-testify-
before-congress-oct-28.html. 

39 Stratton Oakmont, Inc. v. Prodigy Servs. Co., 1995 WL 323710 (N.Y. May 
24, 1995). 

40 Id. at *7. 
41 Cubby, Inc. v. CompuServe, Inc., 776 F. Supp. 

135, 141 (S.D.N.Y. 1991). 
42 47 U.S.C. § 230, Pub. L. No. 104–104 (1996). 
43 See, e.g., Hassell v. Bird, 420 P.3d 776 (Cal. 2018). 
44 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS, § 558 (AM. LAW INST. 1965), et. seq. 

(definition of “defamation.”). 
45 Pub. L. No. 115–164 (2018). 
46 47 U.S.C. § 230(b)(1). 
47 47 U.S.C. § 230(b)(2). 
48 47 U.S.C. § 230(c)(1). 
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harmful, they would not be held liable.49  Congress itself created this 
permissive and protective framework to protect the internet from being 
diminished and perhaps shut down by people who disagreed either with 
some content or with the removal of content. 

The one thing that can be agreed upon is that Section 230 provides 
extraordinary protection for one segment of the media over others.  Only 
internet providers have the protection of Section 230, while other forms 
of media do not.  The justification for this discrepancy is that internet 
providers are not the “speakers” but rather only the “providers” of the 
pathway, more or less a mere utility, closer to a phone company that just 
takes someone else’s speech and re-transmits it.  And in many cases, that 
is true.  That is, until governments want companies to begin sorting 
speech based on some criteria, or until the companies come under 
pressure to remove certain speech, or until the company itself finds a 
reason to remove content for whatever reason. 

Once the purity of the pathway is disturbed, the “utility” becomes 
a a “content provider” and can be regulated like any other content 
provider.  If it is protected by an immunity, it will be able to pick and 
choose viewpoints with impunity.  It is perfectly alright to pick and 
choose viewpoints, as any editor of a newspaper might do, but the 
immunity causes problems.  This country has recently been concerned 
about the government of Russia influencing our elections.  What happens 
if the leading social media company is purchased by a Russian company? 

One of the ultimate questions is: Why should some, the new 
media, be protected in a special way that the traditional media—the New 
York Times, the Washington Post, ABC, CBS, and NBC—are not?  There is 
a place for possible immunity, or perhaps a very high bar to challenge 
some of the content of smaller internet providers, but the big providers 
who choose to enter the content fray as any other media should be treated 
the same.  The view that Section 230 is fine as it was written, now twenty-
four years ago, is no longer practical.   

Professor Danielle Citron comments on Section 230, noting that 
the world of the internet has changed since the law was enacted in 1996, 
that it was “impossible to foresee the threat to speech  imposed by cyber 
mobs and individual harassers”50  Professors Citron and Witte argue that 
the immunity, while it helped the internet develop,51 now has been so 
broadly interpreted that it permits huge internet companies and others 
to be careless in letting sites that engage in potentially criminal behavior, 
potentially defamatory content, and other potentially dangerous 
activities.52  They argue for the modification of the Section 230 immunity 
to make it less absolute so the platforms will be more accountable for their 
content.53  This view is supported by Professor Jeff Kossoff, who similarly 
argues that Section 230 was important to the development of the 
internet, but has expanded beyond this purpose.54  In his opinion, Section 
230 could be modified and improved.55  Internet laws are not immutable, 

 
49 47 U.S.C. § 230(2). 
50 Danielle K. Citron & Benjamin Wittes, The Problem Isn’t Just Backpage: 

Revising Section 230 Immunity, 2 GEO L. TECH. REV. 453, 463 (2018).  
51 Id at 464. 
52 Id at 466. 
53 Id at 472. 
54 JEFF KOSSEFF, THE TWENTY-SIX WORDS THAT CREATED THE INTERNET, 280 (2019). 
55 Id. 
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even now through the tax relief that benefits internet merchants.56  
However, some argue that Section 230 is more relevant than ever, 
protecting Twitter in a way that it needed.  In 2020, Michael Godwin 
argued that Twitter needed Second 230 or else it would have had to censor 
Trump entirely.57  Of course, since this article was written, Trump has 
been removed from Twitter.58 

All sides have issues with the protections that Section 230 gives to 
internet companies.59  The New Yorker reports that “as awareness of 
Silicon Valley’s largely unregulated power has grown, [Section 230] has 
come under intensified scrutiny and attack from both major political 
parties.”60  The argument goes that “rather than freeing companies to 
moderate their content, the law has enabled them to do nothing and be 
accountable to no one.”61 

A. New Problems Are Old Problems 

New media is not so new.  All types of media have given headaches 
to the government, no matter the time and place.  In America, the 
government has had an uneasy relationship with the media from the 
beginning.  In the early days of the United States, newspapers were often 
at odds with politicians.62  Even the venerated George Washington, 
elected unanimously as our first president, suffered newspaper attacks by 
the end of his first term.63  Democrat Harry Truman called the press 
“prostitutes”64 and once defended his daughter in the media, calling a 
reporter a “frustrated old man who wishes he could have been 
successful,” and his unflattering review of Truman’s daughter’s singing a 
“lousy review” and “poppy-cock.”65  Truman went on to say that if he 

 
56 See South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., 138 S. Ct. 2080 (2018). 
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28, 2020 4:50 PM), https://www.theverge.com/21273768/section-230-explained-
internet-speech-law-definition-guide-free-moderation. (“In August 2019, President 
Donald Trump reportedly drafted an executive order that would require the Federal 
Communications Commissions to develop rules that would limit Section 230 
protections. . . . In January 2020, former Vice President Joe Biden proposed revoking 
Section 230 completely.”); See also, Lauren Feiner, Big Tech’s Favorite Law Is Under 
Fire, CNBC (Feb 19, 2020, 9:22 AM), https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/19/what-is-
section-230-and-why-do-some-people-want-to-change-it.html. 
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NEW YORKER (July 6, 2020), https://www.newyorker.com/news/letter-from-silicon-
valley/trump-twitter-facebook-and-the-future-of-online-speech. 
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ever met the reporter, that he would “need a new nose.”66
  Richard  Nixon 

had arguably the worst problems with the media, calling them names, 
keeping an  “enemies list,” having their tax returns investigated, and 
perhaps trying to have their licenses revoked.67 

The traditional media is known as the “fourth estate,” a reference 
to the media as a fourth branch of government or a fourth influencer of 
public policy due to its ability to influence the framing of debates.68  This 
framing is apparent in almost every public affairs program.  Format and 
editorial choices can completely alter underlying material.  Choices such 
as topic and guest selection, viewpoints represented, questions asked, 
and the nature and type of follow-up questions can radically change how 
an issue is communicated and presented to an audience. 

The fourth estate argues that it is the “watchdog” of the 
government and, because of that, functions in the public interest.69

  

Therefore, its activities should be afforded special protection.  Media is 
certainly protected by the First Amendment.70  It may also receive some 
special statutory protections such as a “journalist’s privilege” which is a 
limited privilege to shield sources from discovery.71

  However, the 
traditional media is not protected from defamation of others; it is 
responsible for what it says.72 

Members of the traditional media helped the democracy at its 
birth by publishing the Federalist Papers.73  They braved punishment by 
the government in revealing the difficult choices made during the 
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Vietnam War.74  They covered numerous topics of the day, from the 
assignations of Lincoln,75 Kennedy,76 and Martin Luther King,77 to the 
moon landing,78 to various wars.79  They helped advance the discussions 
of civil rights and LGBTQ+ rights,80 albeit too slowly and haltingly.  On the 
other hand, traditional media has not had a particular glorious history.  
Members of its ranks have been involved in numerous scandals81 and 
accused of being the gatekeepers that have held up important discussions 
of some of the very same topics they shed light upon.82  Contrast that with 
the newer media, which is not only dominant in reach, but immunized 
from liability.  Google has 92% of the world’s search market and Facebook 
has 70% of the social media market.83  Twitter, founded in 2006,84 may 
now be the world’s single most powerful political network; it is used by 
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homes. (“In five separate studies, professor Edward Schiappa and his colleagues at the 
University of Minnesota have found that the presence of gay characters on television 
programs decreases prejudices among viewers.”); See also, Gabby Gonta, et al., 
Changing Media and Changing Minds: Media Exposure and Viewer Attitudes Towards 
Homosexuality, 5 PEPP. J. COMM’N RSCH. 22 (2017). 
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the President of the United States, now President Biden, and the leaders 
of most countries.  With its recent removal of former President Trump, 
Twitter has shown that it is even willing to deplatform world leaders.  Its 
response to the actions of former President Trump were faster than any 
law could have been passed, or any regulatory hearing convened.  And 
there is now cross-over of media. The nightly newscasts of the established 
media often refer to the day’s tweets as a substantial part of their news.  

The new media is facing the same issues as the old media, but with 
a twist: they are protected from liability for almost anything they carry.  
For example, YouTube permitted noxious videos to be uploaded.85  These 
pernicious forms of speech cause some people to want websites to remove 
objectionable content, but others are concerned that websites remove too 
much content for political reasons.  One proposed bill would make 
websites liable if they perform “politically biased content moderation.”86 

Twitter has taken a different approach, banning all political 
advertising.87  That move has been criticized by the right as an attempt to 
silence their voices.88  The New York Times observed that the policy 
would cause problems for the social network “as it tries to determine what 
ads count as political.”89  President Biden and others have criticized 
Facebook’s opposite stand, to keep the advertising and refuse to censor 
it.90  The online world is complicated because different social networks 
can make different calls on the same material.  For example, the Trump 
campaign released an anti-impeachment video that criticized Joe Biden; 
Facebook permitted the commercial to run, but CNN refused to air the 
same ad.91

  The Biden campaign and democratic candidate Elizabeth 
Warren both criticized Facebook for helping to spread false information.92

 

Some scholars argue that a “Fifth Estate” exists, that being the 
more alternative news sources such as bloggers, Youtubers, and sites like 
Wikileaks.93  Mark Zuckerberg has argued that Facebook is the current 
fifth estate.94

  These media, and all sorts of “pop-up” or amateur media, 
combine to give the government headaches in various ways, and also to 
support certain portions or interests of the government.  The faction of 
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government supported depends, of course, on the viewpoint of the 
management of the particular media.  As we will see later, the 
government has attempted with very limited success to regulate media to 
have some equanimity in viewpoint representation, but this government 
regulation ultimately failed.  The viewpoints presented by each media 
outlet generally reflect the viewpoints of their ownership or 
management.  That has always been the case and, so long as viewpoint 
regulation is futile, will continue to be the case.95 

In 2019, Google said that it would change its algorithm to favor more 
“original reporting.”96

  According to its reports, news organizations had 
been asking for this.97  However, this change did not alter the fact that its 
algorithm would remain proprietary and would not be open for 
inspection.98  Back in 2017, the company had made a similar promise, that 
it was changing its algorithm to combat “fake news.”99  Some seem not too 
sure that Google should be trusted with its search algorithm making such 
decisions.100  The current functioning of the media, whether old or new, 
whether fourth or fifth estate, includes presentation of both news and 
opinions and communication with the audiences that they assemble. 
Sometimes it is difficult to tell fact, opinion, truth, and lies apart. 

B. Internationalization: A New Complicating Factor 

The old media, from the time the Constitution was written to 
today, was balkanized to be mostly domestic.  It was generally difficult 
for media voices to travel across national boundaries, until the invention 
of home satellite television that became accessible during the 1980s.101

  

Before that, there were certain international news sources, some radio, 
some telegraph, some television located near borders, and some 
newspapers and magazines that were flown in for distribution.  But 
generally, the media was domestic.  Acquisition of these international 
sources, pre-satellite, took some effort on the consumer’s part.102

  They 
might have needed a shortwave radio receiver and enough of an antenna 
to receive an international station, or they might have needed to 
subscribe specially to an international newspaper or magazine that would 
be delivered or carried at a local newsstand.  International news was a 
“pull” by the consumer rather than a “push” by the news source. 
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However, once international satellite communication became 
reliable, instantaneous programming by foreign voices became available 
and more commonplace.103  These voices grew with the ease of delivery 
and reception.  Although in the early days, satellite antennae were big 
and cumbersome so people living in close urban proximity would have a 
difficult time finding room for them,104 the urban cities were the most 
likely to have robust foreign newsstands or enough broadcast stations 
that at least some of the time there was international news and 
programming.  

Internationalization is furthered by the internet, which was 
invented by the military research arm known as DARPA in a project 
started in 1973.105  The first website appearance was on the sixth of 
August, 1991,106 only about thirty years prior to the publication of this 
paper.  Even though the internet was available, it took the release of a 
commercially viable internet browser in 1993 for it to take off.107

  The 
internet is inherently international.  It is also an inherently “robust” 
network, meaning that component failures will not affect the overall 
network, and the data will find its way around a failure.108  That means 
that it is likely to continue to deliver those international messages unless 
there is an extreme intervention by a government.  And with the 
shrinking of technology, instead of needing a large computer system that 
might take up racks of space, the internet is delivered to a personal device 
in the palm of your hand.  The combination of satellites and international 
cable making up the internet means that there is a robust international 
communication system, accessible by many people world-wide, and that 
is difficult for governments to control.109  Yes, there are ways that a 
government with a lot of advanced planning110 can arrange to shut down 
the terrestrial internet at its borders.111  But there are also other methods 
of communicating, such as satellites, radio frequencies, light waves, and 
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private fiber networks that make it extremely difficult to fully isolate a 
country even though most communication can be shut down.112 

C. Changing Demographics 

Children spend much of their time on the internet.113  Even among 
adults, the shift in what kind of screen time a person consumes is 
dramatic.  An adult 18–34 watches one hour and thirty-seven minutes of 
television per day while “those aged 50 and older spend close to six (ages 
50-64) and more than seven hours (ages 65+) in front of the tube[.]”114  
But children spend most of their time on the internet.  The percentage of 
children ages 8–12 who watch online videos every day is 56%, and 69% for 
those ages 13–18.115  But the use of traditional television has fallen to 50% 
for the younger group and only 33% for  the older group.116  And this is not 
a U.S.-only phenomenon: in 2016, researchers in the UK determined for 
the first time that UK children spend more time on the internet than 
watching television.117  Similarly, that same year, researchers in Australia 
found that Australian children were spending more time online than in 
front of the television.118  The United Kingdom’s Office of  
Communication, has found that UK children’s favorite streaming media 
website is YouTube.119  While the current numbers show that the decline 
in television viewing has in recent years promoted the internet to first 
place, the trend is clear: youth, and if they carry these habits forward, 
future adults, prefer streaming on demand to the curated television of the 
traditional networks.120  The internet wins the contest for attention, but 
the old media gives us the lessons for what media consumption really 
means. 

Old-style media, simplified for discussion to radio and television, 
was “a uniquely pervasive presence in the lives of all Americans.”121  By  
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1976, 97% of the public owned televisions.122  Some of the media was 
portable—a radio could follow a person to the beach or into the car, and 
television could be similarly portable, but with a little more effort.  For 
the most part, the old media was free to receive over-the-air signals and 
the appliances that they were received on were not expensive.  However, 
new media was different. It was less “pervasive” and more “invited,”123 
because accessing content required more effort in the form of costs, such 
as expensive computers or cell phones and monthly payments for an 
internet connection. 

Another difference between old and new media is the curation 
factor.  The old media would assemble programming in a fixed order that 
the consumer would have to watch as it was set in order by the producing 
organization.  This curation or “editorial function” applied to both 
entertainment and to news stories.124  In the old media, a person did not 
receive “news” until it had been shot, edited, reviewed, approved, 
scheduled, played and archived.  Each step involved at least some 
supervision of the content, and the old media was liable for the content it 
presented.125  Several articles by media researchers postulated that the 
programming curation added to the physicality of peoples’ lives, 
theorizing that having time available to watch television led to something 
called “situational determinism”126 or “structural determinism.”127 

The programmers at the networks had but one channel, so they 
would attempt to program it to maximize audience entertainment at each 
segment of the day, a strategy called “dayparting.”128  The AM daypart 
would be news, traffic, and weather, the things a business commuter 
would need.  Later in the day, the programming would shift to soap 
operas in order to entertain stay-at-home family members while the 
children were in school, and later, after dinner, there would be a half 
hour of the day’s news followed by “prime time” programming aimed at 
the family audience.  This programming was progressively aging; the first 
hour was called the family hour and had certain strictures, and each hour 
after that would appeal to a more mature and older audience until the 
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evening newscast started.129 
Watching television was a social event, and people would 

negotiate about which show to watch.130  This curated day was highly 
competitive between networks.  Just a few points difference in ratings 
could determine which network “won” the season, and winning the 
ratings war would mean many millions of dollars of additional revenue.  
The competition often meant a lack of experimentation and diversity of 
people and topics in prime-time programming, although when a network 
dared to confront topic straight-on it could advertise that fact and build a 
bigger audience for a more special viewing experience that everyone 
would be talking about the next day.131  People would develop loyalty to a 
program and watch it week after week.132   

But nothing lasts forever.  The new media is a self-serve, easy-to-
access format that is apparently un-curated, but the consumer can still be 
fed the content that some “producer,” whether of human intelligence or 
pre-programmed algorithm, wants them to watch.  Recent research has 
found that time spent on the internet substitutes for time spent on 
television and thereby decreases television time.133  And the producers, 
rather than being human news producers located in New York City, are 
usually algorithms of the social media giants.134  The ease of receiving the 
old media gave it that characteristic of being uniquely accessible.  Anyone 
from a very young age could manipulate the radio or television to receive 
programming.  Since the operating cost was free, there were essentially 
no barriers. 

Further, once a channel or station was selected, the viewer did not 
have to do anything else. The programming had been pre-curated and 
streamed forth.  Many people put the television on in the background for 
noise while they worked or did chores or other activities.  The media 
outlet would select the playlist for the consumer, and while the consumer 
did not have as much control as they have on a click-per-view channel like 
YouTube or Hulu, there was a certain charm of that feature.  Television 
was not by click, but by appointment, because the consumer would show 
up at the time the network played the program.135  News was inserted into 
the program playlist on both a short “update” basis and a long form 
“newscast” basis, and more in-depth programming, sometimes in the 
form of documentaries. 

Certain social mores have been broken and advanced on the mass 
media; it has helped to break color barriers, race barriers, and advance 
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discussion of important topics.136  It demonstrated that all was fine if a 
person of a different race moved in next door, or all would be fine if your 
child married someone of a different race.137  It televised both the strife 
and the progress.  While progress in civil and individual rights took many 
different forms, such as protests, marches, and action, and media played 
a role.138  Virtually all television viewing at the time was concentrated on 
the three networks,139 and everyone watched and discussed the ideas 
presented.  Each day the media would deliver news and political 
information, cover political conventions, have public affairs shows to 
create forums for community discussion.  Even in the face of criticism,140 

the traditional media was a place of dialogue.  But that dialogue was 
fraught with difficulty.  Who should control the discussion?  Whose views 
should be heard?  What if some views were left out?  Even within a slice of 
the opinion spectrum, there can be differences of which speech should 
take priority.  As Owen Fiss observed, “liberals’ commitment to free 
speech is strong . . . but [that commitment] is being tested by exercises 
of state power on behalf of another of liberalism’s defining goals—
equality."141   

For many years, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 
attempted to encourage diversity in programming.142  In In re Mayflower 
Broadcasting,143 the FCC banned editorializing by broadcasters, requiring 
them to stay neutral and the “communication of information and 
exchange of  ideas [to be] fairly and objectively presented.”144  Then 
beginning in 1949, the Commission adopted the Fairness Doctrine, which 
still required the presentation of all sides of an issue, but now permitted 
broadcasters to editorialize and include their own opinions.145  The 
diversity of  programming did include diverse voices, and it also included 
corporate diversity, a concept of  “anyone but the networks,” where 
programming that did not originate from the networks themselves was 
more valuable.  This can be seen in the Financial Interest and Syndication 
Rules, which prohibited the networks from providing programming for 
their own networks for most of the prime-time hours.146  These content 
rules, however, were eventually overturned on the basis that there was 
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no good reason provided by the FCC for compromising the speech of the 
networks—and because the networks represented the largest and best 
funded establishment voices, certainly not marginalized speech.147 

Rather than truly encouraging broad participation by diverse 
voices, the content rules mostly shifted program production from the 
rich networks on the East Coast to rich movie studios and well-positioned 
independent producers on the West Coast.148   The concept of truly diverse 
and interesting non-traditional voices were not a part of this mandated 
diversification.  The court recognized this, and the FCC rules intended to 
create at least some diversity of voices were overturned.  So even the most 
banal of attempts at speech regulation have failed.  The courts have been 
unable to find a way to help the FCC to even encourage diverse voices. 

The media was omnipresent in the lives of families.  The television 
was a single-purpose instrument. When the power switch was activated, 
programming appeared.  There was no choice of doing word processing 
or watching Hulu. Besides the power switch, the other two important 
controls were the volume control, which was set for comfortable 
listening, and the channel dial, which had as few as three active choices 
and in the largest markets, perhaps fewer than twenty choices of which 
just a few attracted the vast majority of all viewing.  As of 1970, the 
viewing of the three major networks was 90% of the audience.149  Children 
of just a few years of age were able to fully operate all of these functions.  
No entry of a password was needed, only the ability to turn on the power 
switch and turn a couple of knobs.  This aspect, that of being uniquely 
accessible to young people, justified special regulation, including 
restrictions on bad language and affirmative requirements of 
programming to further the educational and informational needs of 
children. 

And the Supreme Court upheld these regulations: protection of 
children was found to be a legitimate governmental interest.150  In Federal 
Communications Commission v. Pacifica  Foundation, the Supreme Court 
held that protection of children during the hours that children were likely 
to be awake was perfectly fine, but they also balanced that with 
permission to air programs more suitable for an adult-aged audience after 
the children went to bed.151  Numerous cases went back and forth, and 
legislation as well as FCC regulatory action attempted for many years to 
determine, essentially, what time the “national bedtime” for children 
should be, after which time more adult-themed programs could be 
aired.152  The controversy was to protect children, and perhaps the public 
in general, from mostly language and brief nudity in the cases that went 
to the FCC.153 

Television producers performed the functions of what, in today’s 
terms, would be called “influencers.”  They were few in number, easy to 
spot, and distributed their product by fixed channels in the television or 
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radio spectrum.  In addition to the ease of the audience to tune in to the 
product and programming, it was also easy for the government to 
monitor the networks for anything untoward.  Those things might be bad 
language, or an unfair and unbalanced newscast, but content regulation 
was relatively easy when compared to the volume and range of sources on 
the internet.  Even at that, the government failed.  For while in Pacifica 
the Supreme Court protected the ears of children from the language of 
George Carlin during a mid-day broadcast, a few years later in Fed. 
Commc’n Comm’n v. Fox Television Stations, the same Court said it was 
acceptable to expose the eyes of children to nudity on mid-day 
television.154  The rationales in the cases were good, but the disparate 
outcomes demonstrate that the same children might or might not be 
protected, so the government cannot really decide on consistent speech 
regulation. 

II. CALLS FOR NEW SOLUTIONS 

The United States has attempted to regulate “fairness” of 
broadcasts.155  At first, many cities only had four main channels—the three 
main commercial networks plus PBS.156  Sure, some cities had 
independent stations and there were claims of unfairness against these 
stations, but the big claims were against the networks.  Each of the three 
main networks had approximately 200 affiliate stations and reached most 
of the country, so that is where the power was and what the government 
was interested in regulating.157 

The reason that the government could regulate radio and 
television at all was the license that these stations operated under, which 
is issued by the federal government.158  The stations broadcast over the 
air on something called “spectrum.”159  This spectrum was allocated by  
international treaty and each national government was in charge of 
issuing the licenses and  authorizations to use the spectrum within its 
boundaries and also in charge of removing those  who did not use the 
spectrum in accordance with the treaty.160  If a station misused its 
spectrum allocation, it could cause interference to other stations, 
including those in other countries.  In the interest of international order, 
the FCC regulated the spectrum for commercial, non-governmental 
stations in the United States, and concomitant organizations around the 
world regulated the spectrum for their own countries.161  In this 
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overarching structure, the FCC allocated the non-governmental uses of 
spectrum in the United States and provided regulations for its fair and 
efficient use.162  At least, that was the theory.  As one can imagine, 
between the ideas for broadcasting, satellites, telephone, wireless 
internet, medical, scientific, research, and many, many other uses, the 
allocation of spectrum is competitive and causes lag, a situation described 
as “spectrum scarcity.”163  Although there are technological solutions for 
spectrum scarcity, the users are slow to change, so the lag time in 
changing uses and the costs in changing the technology and the rapid 
development of new technology that demand new spectrum lead to a 
continuing stress on access to the spectrum.164 

Pursuant to public policy and regulations promulgated by 
Congress, the FCC was authorized to make these allocations domestically 
and also to provide regulations for the orderly use of the licenses.165  Some 
of these regulations involved the regulation of the speech and content on 
the radio and television stations, often at Congress’ insistence.166  The 
United States Supreme court has upheld these regulations, both 
structural and content-related, on the basis of the FCC’s licensing 
authority which was in turn grounded in the spectrum scarcity.167   

Perhaps the most major speech regulation attempt in the history 
of the United States government was the Fairness Doctrine.  Many books 
and articles have been written about the Fairness Doctrine, which was the 
key to FCC and governmental regulation of the content of media 
programming.168  There were two basic parts to the “issues” portion of 
the doctrine: First,  licensees had “an affirmative obligation to provide 
coverage of ‘vitally important controversial  issues of interest in the 
community served by the broadcaster.’”169  Second, the broadcaster 
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needed to provide equal access for contrasting viewpoints.170
  However, 

the Fairness Doctrine was ultimately struck down, showing that 
government attempts to shape even the presentation of speech were a 
failure.171 

In 2005, during the George W. Bush administration, the conflicts 
were similar to those of today.  According to Eric Ugland, the Democrats 
were critical of Fox news and talk radio and the Republicans were critical 
of the “liberal press” and NPR.172  There were proposals in Congress to 
once again regulate the viewpoints expressed via the media.173

  But 
regulation had not been successful in the past, so no new regulation was 
adopted.   

When the government decided that it needed to get out of the 
business of regulating “fairness” it took some time, but eventually, the 
FCC decided to end the Fairness Doctrine, which it did in 1987.174  It was 
just too unwieldy for the federal government to be the arbiter of what was 
a “fair” presentation of issues, and what were “sufficient” opposing 
viewpoints.  Whatever the station decided, there was always someone in 
the marketplace who could second guess the programming decision and 
file a complaint with the FCC.  The FCC would often take years to resolve 
fairness complaints, and that would vitiate the process.   

The problems involved with the enforcement of the Fairness 
Doctrine, overuse of complaints, and delay-in-the-system, have been 
described by Bob Mulholland, former president of NBC News: 

When I was at NBC, we broadcast ''Holocaust,'' a much-acclaimed 
fictional mini-series based on fact. A group complained, saying the 
Holocaust never happened. It wanted air time to say so. We refused. A 
fairness complaint was filed against the network with the FCC, which 
judged the program fair. The group appealed in court. Three years late, 
we were upheld. An NBC news documentary, ''Pensions: The Broken 
Promises,'' reported that some people, to their surprise upon 
retirement, found they had no pension. A group said not all pension 
plans were bad, and even though we said that in the program, the FCC 
ruled against us. We went to court and again, after three years of 
litigation, won. How many smaller broadcasters could have spent the 
money to support their belief?175 

The direct overload of the system caused the FCC to throw up their 
hands and eliminate the fairness doctrine, and once they did so, the AM 
stations saw the rise of opinion radio and the daytime talk shows.176  These 
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shows attracted much larger audiences than the traditional fare of AM 
stations and since they were a talk-based format, they were not at the 
same disadvantage as the music formats.  Music on AM radio would lose 
out to the FM stations because the AM stations could only air a fraction of 
the sound quality, and were therefore destined to be overtaken by the 
high-quality musical sounds of FM.  However, talk-based broadcasts such 
as sports, news, and opinion radio shows succeeded on these stations and 
became the bread and butter of AM radio.  Ever since the abolition of the 
fairness doctrine, we have been able to have one-sided opinion in the 
media.  Many who oppose a resurrection of the doctrine, but some believe 
it would resume more thoughtful debate rather than partisan ranting and 
raving.177

  And some even say that the abolishment of the Fairness 
Doctrine thirty-some years earlier led to the election of former President 
Trump.178

 

In the Fairness Doctrine’s heyday, Henry Geller wrote an analysis 
for Rand that noted the complexities of enforcement of the doctrine.179  
The FCC would need to determine how many viewpoints were enough.  
Two?  Three?  More?  Then it would need to determine which viewpoint 
each moment of a broadcast held, whether “for,” “against,” or 
“neutral,” and dictate the amount of time devoted to each viewpoint.180  
Imagine a regime where government employees are attempting to make 
such determinations for each article posted to the internet.  There are 
currently a total of 21,684 broadcast radio and television stations located 
across the country of all power levels, from those that reach a few blocks 
to the major metropolitan stations, but even with these thousands of 
stations broadcasting, they have limited capacity.181  Compare that to just 
one social media platform, YouTube, that has five billion videos, with five 
hundred new videos uploaded every minute.182  The difference in scale of 
potential enforcement is enormous. 

And whether or not the Fairness Doctrine were to raise its head 
again—and it has been discussed in recent years183—many have called for 
the regulation of social media.  During the 2020 election, Vice President 
Kamala Harris suggested that Twitter deactivate former President 
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Trump’s account,184 a rallying cry that was ultimately heard.185
  Mark 

Zuckerberg, president of Facebook, has been called to testify before 
Congress about how Facebook handles political speech.186  Almost 
anything that the public views in any media, the public can complain 
about, creating havoc within any system for thoughtful review.  Shakira 
and J.Lo performed the 2020 Super Bowl halftime show and the FCC 
received more than 1300 complaints that there was too much sexuality in 
the show and that it was not appropriate for children.187  That was not the 
first Super Bowl halftime show to receive numerous FCC complaints.  In 
2004, the FCC received over 200,000 complaints about the halftime show 
featuring Janet Jackson and Justin Timberlake.188  If the public differs so 
much over the content of a football halftime show, the regulation of 
billions and billions of pieces of internet media information will easily 
overwhelm government and company alike.   

The Fairness Doctrine permitted both sides of interest to use 
regulation against free speech: 

[T]he DNC seized upon the Fairness Doctrine as a way to counter the 
"radical right" in their battle to pass the treaty. The Citizens Committee 
for a Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, which was established and funded by the 
Democrats, orchestrated a very effective protest campaign against 
hostile radio editorials, demanding free reply time under the Fairness 
Doctrine whenever a conservative broadcaster denounced the treaty. 189 
 
Similarly, it worked as well for the other side. When Nixon became 
President, his staff used the Fairness Doctrine and threats against the 
licenses to chill the speech of broadcasters in a sophisticated and 
programmed manner.  The Fairness Doctrine was escalated by both sides 
to interfere with the free speech of the other side, depending on who 
was in the White House. The Fairness Doctrine is an equal opportunity 
discriminator against speech.190 

 
So the FCC began deregulating radio, moving away from viewpoint 
regulation, and eventually eliminating the Fairness Doctrine and its 
biggest headache.191  With all of the diverse media outlets in the internet 
age, why would we need to control viewpoints on just a few media 
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companies?  Facebook has already proven that it will still have the same 
problem—one of quantity as it attempts to moderate speech.  The 
website’s new “speech review” group was only able to handle five cases in 
its first attempt at providing content review.192 

III. THE FUTILITY OF PAST REGULATION 

A. Compelled and Restricted Speech 

In addition to attempts to regulate the “fairness” of speech by 
broadcasters, a form of passive-observatory regulation, there has also 
been a more pro-active type of regulation—one that “compelled” 
speech.193  There have been numerous regulations to “compel” speech, 
which occurs when a media entity is forced to provide speech or 
programming that it would not otherwise air.  Two major examples are 
public affairs programming194 and children’s television programming.195  
Both have noble reasons for their existence.  One is to create a public 
debate on issues of importance and the other is to provide educational and 
informational programming to children.  However, when faced with the 
demand to provide these types of programs, the media responded by 
putting the public affairs programming in the least-watched time segment 
that it could get away with, that being Sunday mornings.196 

As for children’s television, there are many meritorious children’s 
programs, and certainly some were prodded by the rules and regulations, 
but the media who did not want to provide children’s television did things 
like offering up the Flintstones cartoon as a show that helped fulfill its 
children’s educational television obligation.197  The motivated media 
company can often find ways around the best-intentioned rules.  
Compelled speech is a futile method of attempting to resolve a social 
problem, the person or media compelled to speak may not share the same 
motivations and sensibilities and those compelling the speech.  The 
simple attempts to regulate children’s television on a limited and 
identifiable number of broadcast stations and cable outlets have run up 
against regulatory disfavor and the FCC would like to eliminate those 
rules.198  If we cannot regulate children’s television, what speech can we 
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regulate? 
The government has been able to censor media speech during 

times of war.199  Is that not a sign that regulation is possible?  The speech 
that the government was able to censor included the recognized 
magazines and broadcasters; the government knew where all of these 
media sources were.200  But technology today presents a much bigger 
challenge.  The internet is a redundant network.  It is composed of 
complex networks of computers that find ways around blockages.  We 
now have several global wireless networks like satellites and cellular 
telephones that find ways out of even protected countries.201  Other 
technologies such as Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) and Tor software 
can also work to get around internet blockades.202  But the difficulty with 
controlling internet speech can be shown best through failures to control 
pernicious speech such as terrorist speech.  There are active attempts to 
censor such speech and recommendations for further action.203  But as 
long as the internet is open access, it is difficult to truly censor or stop 
anything. 

Twitter and Facebook have reported that China has adopted some 
tactics used by the Russians204 in the conflict over the autonomy of the 
Hong Kong province.205  Facebook and Twitter have not been blocked in 
Hong Kong.206  The Chinese government requested user information for 
account holders in Hong Kong, and the social media giants refused to give 
that data over after controversial new security law was applied to Hong 
Kong.207  In some cases, these companies become arbiters of social order;  
Twitter gave the Chinese a month before they would deactivate accounts 
from their platform.208 

Twitter allegedly prohibited dissenting voices in the Egypt 
protests in 2019,209 and was reported as having suspended accounts 
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critical of the Egyptian president.210  But Twitter can also be an important 
route of getting information about protests.  In the Iranian protests of 
2009, western media received reports from protesters via Twitter, email, 
and text.211  Twitter has been used for planning and organizing protests.212  

It has also been used in the Arab Spring, London Riots, Thailand Protests, 
Occupy Wall Street, and Occupy Oakland.213   

B. Counterspeech 

How about providing for “more” speech—funding organizations 
who will be fairer arbiters of speech?  “More speech” or “counterspeech” 
is the presenting of contrary, hopefully truthful views to counteract other 
speech.  This approach does offer up a choice of speech that people get to 
make up their own minds about.  To the extent that distribution is equal, 
there is something to be said about counterspeech.  But Professor Philip 
Napoli, who teaches at Duke’s Sanford School of Public Policy, and others 
are beginning to criticize counterspeech as not the solution that it used to 
be.214  Their arguments are good in light of current technologies.  Napoli, 
for example, critiques counterspeech on a number of grounds: First, that 
the  doctrine is based on the assumption that the marketplace of ideas has 
the ability to distinguish between truth and falsity; second, that the 
marketplace places a greater value on true news over false information;   
third, that there is no such thing as too much speech; and fourth, that 
there are a sufficient number of people who were exposed to the false 
information that will also be “exposed to the countervailing true 
information.”215  He notes that inherent in the internet, there is 
diminished reliance on gatekeepers such as broadcast stations, cable  
stations, and newspapers for information, and therefore, via the open 
internet the opportunities to distribute news have increased.216  Further, 
he notes that even gatekeeping related to ad dollars is no longer within 
human control, but rather “increasingly handled by algorithmically-
driven ad placement  networks.”217  Finally, he points out that in the 
conditions of the modern “news ecosystem,” counterspeech is likely to 
be false speech.218   

Others disagree with Professor Napoli.  In a recent article, Nadine 
Strossen, professor and former president of the ACLU, and author of 
Hate: Why We Should Resist It with Free Speech, Not Censorship,219 
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argues in favor of the doctrine of counterspeech, saying that hate speech, 
which is the most difficult of the types of speech, “has no single legal 
definition, and in our popular discourse it has been used loosely to 
demonize a wide array of disfavored views.”220  The counterspeech 
doctrine was first promulgated in “Justice Louis Brandeis’ concurring 
opinion in Whitney v. California (1927) in which he wrote that the  
preferred remedy to harmful expression is ‘more speech, not enforced 
silence.’”221   

Counterspeech is as effective as anything else.  To the extent it is 
true, counterspeech is helpful.  However, in the present world where 
regulation is becoming ineffective, counterspeech may also be growing to 
be useless.  It is now easy to fake sources, to fake pictures, and to fake all 
of the essence of the news.  Everything about news is no longer something 
that a viewer can take at face value.  This goes beyond clever, even 
deceptive editing: all of the video world can be fake, words can now 
literally be put into people’s mouths with no discernable artifacts.  For 
example, a group of researchers at MIT created a video in 2020, one that 
never existed, of former (and deceased) President Nixon making a speech 
that the astronauts who landed on the moon in 1969 had died and would 
not be returning to earth.222  “Fake news” because of viewpoint criticism 
can now be literally fake news due to technology.  Once people can no 
longer believe their eyes, regulation of fake news is futile. 

Professors Chesney and Citron’s groundbreaking work on 
“deepfakes” tells us that there is no image that might not be faked.223  The 
use of powerful computers and artificial intelligence can create any 
image, and a believable image at that.224

  This is more than a mere 
politician’s allegation of “fake news” regarding a perspective that may be 
unfavorable to that politician; this is the actual creation of truly fake 
news, truly fake images, truly fake words, fake images that the best 
Hollywood movie producer would be proud of.  Technology that permits 
the user to manipulate the images that people rely on exists and is 
accessible to many.  Chesney and Citron call it the “hyper-realistic digital 
falsification of images, video, and audio.”225 

One of the ways of evaluating the truthfulness of speech is to be 
able to identify its source.  A source with a good reputation is more 
trustworthy.  A phenomena of the current time is “Cloaked Speech,” 
speech that has no discernable source,226 or even a source listed that is 
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fake, deceptive, or nonexistent.227  The FCC was never able to deal with 
“fake news” during the heyday of the Fairness Doctrine.  One of the most 
exhaustive studies of the Fairness Doctrine was performed by Henry 
Geller of the Rand Corporation who characterized the FCC’s handling of 
complaints about news: 

Increasingly, the FCC has received complaints that some news 
presentations were deliberately slanted or staged. The Commission has 
held that it is not the national arbiter of the “truth,” and that therefore 
it will not intervene in the news process where there is no extrinsic 
indication of slanting or staging.228 

The FCC, the government itself, refused to be the arbiter of truth 
when it came to news.  Geller also recognized that government 
enforcement itself can affect the desire and ability of people to speak: 
“This raises obvious problems of ‘chilling’ investigative or robust 
programming in this most sensitive news area.”229

  If a company knows 
that the government is going to be ready to post-judge its speech, it could 
curb its interest to speak boldly, or to advance or permit others to speak 
to advance controversial issues.  Why take a chance, especially on 
someone else’s speech? 

C. Regulation of the Internet 

Regulation of the internet has already been attempted by the US 
Government—and it failed.  The easiest type of content to regulate should 
be indecency or obscenity. There would, at first thought, seem to be little 
to no grey areas.  But even in this almost-binary consideration of 
pernicious speech, the Supreme Court has found that Congress’s major 
move to regulate internet speech was too broad.230  Several problems 
accumulated in the world of internet regulation.  One of them was the 
plenary availability of pornography.  This led to the passage of the 
Communications Decency Act (CDA) as part of the Telecommunications 
Act of 1996.231  A case addressing the constitutionality of the CDA, Reno v. 
American Civil Liberties Union, went all the way up to the Supreme Court, 
where in a seven to two decision, the Court held the regulation of 
indecent speech on the internet was unconstitutional.232

  In this case, the 
Court considered a lesser restriction, age verification, as an alternative to 
banning content,233

 but ultimately found that there is no reliable way of 
determining either the identity or the age of the  person using the 
internet.234

  The Court further observed: 

Moreover, even if it were technologically feasible to block minors' 
access to newsgroups and chat rooms containing discussions of art, 
politics, or other subjects that potentially elicit "indecent" or "patently 
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offensive" contributions, it would not be possible to block their access 
to that material and "still allow them access to the remaining content, 
even if the overwhelming majority of that content was not indecent.235 

The Court noted that the Act would prohibit many indecent but not 
obscene things, and cited to Pacifica, where it faced a similar challenge to 
indecent material on broadcast stations.236 The determination of what is 
indecent is not a simple matter. 

Finally, the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence in the area of 
obscenity, an area that should  be simple and straightforward when 
compared to the complexities of political speech, is summed  up by Justice 
Potter Stewart in his concurring opinion in Jacobellis v. Ohio, where he 
noted that obscenity is  difficult to define, but he knows it when he sees 
it.237  If the Supreme Court wrestles with what should be a simple concept 
like obscenity, how can there be any hope for clear definitions that 
companies can follow on political speech?  What are the lines for political 
speech?  And how do you determine that some speech has crossed over 
those lines?   

The Court in Reno overturned the basic internet obscenity 
regulation, finding that: “We are persuaded that the CDA lacks the 
precision that the First Amendment requires when a statute regulates the 
content of speech.”238  The imprecision of the law was its downfall.239  But 
if one cannot—after many years of attempting, from the first generation 
of consideration in Jacobellis to the internet-generation consideration in 
Reno—define obscene speech, how can we expect to have any success at 
setting  up a rubric of what constitutes acceptable political speech?  

The Court has taken on the murky question of political speech 
many times, most recently is in Citizens United v. Federal Election 
Commission240 in which the Court interpreted the Bipartisan Campaign 
Reform Act of 2002.  The Act prohibited corporations and unions from 
spending money on “electioneering communications” or for speech that 
advocates election or defeat of a candidate.241  The Court ruled that 
although the government may “regulate corporate political speech 
through disclaimer and disclosure requirements . . . it may not suppress 
that speech altogether.”242  Citizens United is a non-profit that engages in 
advocacy.  Some of its funding comes from corporations, and in 2008, it 
released a film entitled Hillary: The Movie, a 90-minute documentary 
about Hillary Clinton, who was a candidate for President at the time.243

 

Section 441b’s prohibition on corporate independent expenditures is 
thus a ban on speech. As a “restriction on the amount of money a person 
or group can spend on political communication during a campaign,” 
that statute “necessarily reduces the quantity of expression by 
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restricting the number of issues discussed, the depth of their 
exploration, and the size of the audience reached.”244 

The Supreme Court described the attributes of political speech as 
a special type of speech prized above all others because it goes to the heart 
of the democracy.  Speech is an essential mechanism of democracy, for it 
is the means to hold officials accountable to the people.245  The right of 
citizens to inquire, to hear, to speak, and to use information to reach 
consensus is a precondition to enlightened self-government and a 
necessary means to protect it.  The First Amendment “‘has its fullest and 
most urgent application’ to speech uttered during a campaign for political 
office.”246 

The Supreme Court further noted that the First Amendment 
protects against viewpoint discrimination as well as “restrictions 
distinguishing among different speakers, allowing speech by some but not 
others.”247

  The Court struck down entirely the regulation against 
corporations and unions participating in elections.  This inherently gives 
permission to a full spectrum of viewpoints being injected into the 
election cycle, whether it might be international opinion from 
corporations or unions with international ownership or viewpoints.  
There was no “citizenship test” in Citizens United for the corporations or 
unions whose voices were fully enfranchised by the decision.248 

D. Speech of Private Actors and Forums 

While we should use our experience with the Fairness Doctrine, 

protecting children, required public affairs programming, attempts to 
diversify voices, and all of the other prior attempts to regulate speech, we 
must also understand that speech is like sand or water: it flows 
uncontrollably, it moves to fill in gaps wherever there is the slightest 
room, to occupy and convince.  Our prior attempts to use private actors 
like the private media has been abysmal.  It is impossible to delegate 
choice, taste, and judgment and get the desired outcome.  A private actor 
will make their own choices.   

Facebook has instituted a review of posts,249 as has Twitter.250  But 
if social networks are to monitor content, who decides what should be 
taken down?   A human who carries personal biases and uses human 
judgement?  And what of corporate policy?  Even in the purest of worlds, 
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corporate policy can be influenced by profit motives.  Will Twitter really 
shut down an account that has 70 million followers and that millions of 
people retweet, that millions comment upon and that generates lots of 
traffic?251  Further, a good controversy gets shots of a tweet put on the 
screen of every Sunday talk show on several networks, and if it is really 
controversial, it will show up on every nightly newscast plus the weekend 
shows and be discussed by the nighttime comedy shows.  Imagine the free 
publicity the Twitter bird logo gets every time there is a tweet of 
controversy.  There are fiscal motivations that can enter into the 
judgment calls.  Frank Fagan observes that social media and government 
have very different motivations: 

Social media platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter pursue 
managerial interests, which include profit, corporate image, long-term 
viability, good citizenship, and friendly regulatory environments. 
These stand in contrast to gubernatorial interests, which are pursued by 
governments, and include the promotion of free speech, the 
development of e-commerce, counter terrorism initiatives, and the 
discouragement of hate speech.252 

For instance, take the hypothetical of YouTube considering the 
removal of a terrorist recruitment video; it is considering a speech 
question and also exercising a quasi-judicial-like power.  It is obvious that 
managerial and governmental interests can overlap, especially in an 
instance like this.  YouTube’s profitability, corporate image, long-term 
viability, and capacity to avoid regulation depend on satisfactory 
operation of its quasi-judicial function.  If YouTube fails to remove the 
video, its corporate image may decline, its users may go elsewhere, and 
the state may impose costly regulations.  Inasmuch as managerial and 
governmental interests strongly converge, there exists a good case for 
self-regulation.253   

As Harvard Law Professor Yochi Benkler observes, the internet is 
not as egalitarian as it has been suggested.254  He notes a concentration of 
power in the pipelines and basic tools of communication as well as the 
high degree of attention paid to a few top sites.255

  Is regulation of just a 
few sites permissible?  Is it justifiable?  Would it meet equal protection 
standards?  If you target regulation toward a few sites, what keeps new 
sites that avoid the regulation from arising?  In a world of fake speech and 
alternate cryptocurrencies, is there no regulation that technology cannot 
avoid?   

In a speech at Georgetown University, Mark Zuckerberg 
recognized the traditions of free speech and the difficulties that arise in a 
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free society with free discussion: 

We’re at another cross-roads. We can continue to stand for free 
expression, understanding its messiness, but believing that the long 
journey towards greater progress requires confronting ideas that 
challenge us. Or we can decide the cost is simply too great. I’m here 
today because I believe we must continue to stand for free expression.256 

Zuckerberg stated that in his world of internet-based media, many 
more people have a voice—he claims about half of the world.257  And if 
Facebook is active in removing some content, he believes that they are 
able to remove 99% of terrorist content before anyone sees it:  

This raises a larger question about the future of the global Internet. 
China is building its own internet focused on very different values, and 
is now exporting their vision of the internet to other countries. Until 
recently, the Internet in almost every country outside China has been 
defined by American platforms with strong free expression values. 
There’s no guarantee these values will win out. A decade ago, almost all 
of the major internet platforms were American. Today, six of the top ten 
are Chinese.258 

After Twitter imposed a note on two of former President Trump’s 
tweets giving an alternative source of “facts” that would dispute the 
content of his tweets, the former President criticized all large social 
media companies.259  Mark Zuckerberg responded by reiterating that 
Facebook is not an “arbiter of truth” and vowing to protect political 
speech.260  The former President then signed an executive order limiting 
protection for companies such as Facebook through Section 230 of the 
Communications Decency Act.261  Former Attorney General Barr endorsed 
the principal, claiming that the Section 230 protections have “been 
stretched way beyond its original intention.”262

  Twitter  defended its fact 
footnotes.263

  The back-and-forth high-stakes political wrestling over the 
Section 230 protections has begun.  Even towards the end of his 
presidency, Trump was still concerned about Section 230.264  And at the 
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beginning of his presidency, so was President Biden.265 
Section 230 was enacted in 1996 to protect the nascent internet 

industry from being sued  into oblivion by dissatisfied people who felt 
they were slandered or defamed on a website.266

  It  was an action by 
Congress to resolve a developing split amongst courts as to whether a 
website  is responsible267 or not responsible for the content posted by 
users.268  There was an honest split among the courts, so Congress stepped 
in to resolve the issue by giving internet companies protection from 
liability for the content posted by users.269  This protection has been 
upheld by the Supreme Court.270

 

Not regulating social media speech would not be new or novel.  It 
is embedded in decades of Supreme Court jurisprudence.  In Associated 
Press v. United States271 in 1945, Justice Black said that the First 
Amendment “rests on the assumption that the widest possible 
dissemination of information from diverse and antagonistic sources is 
essential to the welfare of the public.”272  Attempting to impose regulatory 
rules on social media is futile.  Their own internal processes might not 
comport with the imagination of the framers of the regulation and the 
self-interests, including promotional, circulation, cross-media 
appearances, and monetary just militate against censoring product that 
attracts traffic.  In the media world, traffic is the coin of the business, and 
whether it is generated from good news or bad news is often not relevant.   

Once social networks are allowed to make judgements on their 
own, someone will disagree with their judgement.  Did they unfairly 
discriminate against one side?  Did they shut down discussion on a topic 
that some thought important?  As there are infinite viewpoints on any 
topic, there is infinite criticism and infinite second-guessing of the 
media’s judgment.  A simple thing like a recruitment video for the Alaska 
Department of Public Safety seeking applicants to be state troopers, 
featuring an appearance by the Governor of the state encouraging 
potential applicants, was taken down by Google and YouTube as being 
“too political.”273

  The advertisement was subsequently restored, but the 
simplicity of the problem of misidentification of purpose illustrates how 
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deep it might run.  The Fairness Doctrine collapsed under its own weight 
of attempting to look out for the public good, and so would regulation of 
social media content.  Regulation of social media is futile. 

What about using artificial intelligence to screen for issues?  We see 
on television that AI can screen images for certain types of content.  What 
about taking the screening choice away from the private actors and 
moving it to an unfeeling product, one that cannot be swayed by current 
events?  An interesting thought, but then you run into algorithm bias, an 
important concept that says that an algorithm, the computer code that 
would decide whether something was true or untrue, fair or unfair, can 
be flawed itself. 274  Algorithm bias is the coding of a program to favor one 
outcome over another.  There is significant research demonstrating the 
difficulty of the problem.275

 

Scholars Lilian Edwards and Michael Veale look at European 
regulation, which at one time favored the use of machine language and 
now is not so certain.  They find failures of the algorithms:   

Algorithmic systems trained on past biased data without careful 
consideration are inherently likely to recreate or even exacerbate 
discrimination seen in past decision-making. For example, a CV or 
résumé filtering system based only on past success rates for job 
applicants will likely encode and replicate some of the biases exhibited 
by those filtering CVs or awarding positions manually in the past.276 

Therefore, “algorithms that learn” can learn from past and even 
current biases.  If the information and data that the algorithm draws upon 
is from current repositories and it contains current and past biases, those 
biases can be reflected in the new AI learning and incorporated in future 
decision-making.  Further, there are simple questions that an algorithm 
might not be able to answer, such as how far in the past should I look for 
the precedent that I am basing my current decision on?277   

Imagine the results of an algorithm that draws upon one of the 
world’s great libraries to learn a response.  The algorithm would be 
tainted by centuries of war, discrimination, and biases that favored 
violence and other behavior that we are trying to move forward from.  In 
this case, history can cause us to move backward rather than providing 
an enlightening lesson.  Defective Artificial Intelligence can even deprive 
you of your freedom.  A Detroit man was arrested based on faulty 
identification by bad facial recognition software.278  Filmmaker Shalini 
Kantayya’s recent documentary Coded Bias attempts to show that the 
biases of the group that is inventing artificial intelligence are embedded 
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in the code.279  Kantayya follows research at MIT that shows facial 
recognition is racially biased.280  MIT Researcher Joy Buolamwini, founder 
of the Algorithmic Justice League in the MIT Media Lab, discusses her 
research which shows not only an inability to decode race and gender but 
also a high error rate in general.281 

What kind of damage can bad artificial intelligence do?  Ruha 
Benjamin, a sociologist at Princeton, takes a look at what the automation 
of racial discrimination might mean.  From healthcare to economic 
justice, equality of outcomes is not currently part of the design of artificial 
intelligence.282  The current state of artificial intelligence cannot even 
make nuanced choices amongst mere words, let alone more complicated 
analysis of faces or actions.  Paleontologists in a virtual paleontology 
session were prevented from using the words bone, public, or stream in 
searches—they were caught in the word filter.283 

A problem more insidious than algorithm bias can be flawed 
underlying data.  Writing for Harvard Business Review, Thomas Redman 
states that in order “to properly train a predictive model, historical data 
must meet exceptionally broad and high-quality standards.  First the data 
must be right; It must be correct, properly labeled, deduped, and so 
forth.”284

  He goes on to say that you must have the right data, including 
unbiased data.285

  So the underlying material has to be clean and unbiased 
before one starts, and then the algorithms need to be constructed in an 
unbiased way.  The complexities of trying to automate this process are 
immense.  Like many other things that will ultimately be automated, it is 
not set forever, but at this time and for the foreseeable future, the 
construction of accurate, clean, and unbiased historical data sets layered 
with accurate and unbiased algorithm decisional structures means that 
creating an automated method of determining what is and is not 
acceptable speech is presumably a long way off.  It is currently difficult to 
program a self-driving car or an automatic pilot in an airplane to be 
perfectly accurate without human intervention, and those activities are 
concretely data reliant with less need for judgment than interpreting the 
context and meaning of speech. 
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IV. OTHER PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 

Alexandra Andorfer has prepared a list of some of the proposals to 
regulate “fake news” as one of the current internet problems.286  They are 
definite attempts, and some proposals by the tech giants are interesting.  
Facebook, for example, has created a “flag” system where users can  flag 
fake news which is then referred out to a third party fact-checking service 
to verify whether  posts flagged by users are actually fake.287

  But, of 
course, there is the question of the selection of the outside fact-checking 
organizations and whether there is bias of those checkers.288

  A second 
method is to take the human factor out of the decision and to use artificial 
intelligence algorithms.289

  However, as stated earlier in this article, AI or 
artificial intelligence is not an unbiased method that removes the human 
factor, it just shifts the human bias to the person who programs the 
algorithm.290

   
YouTube, owned by Google, has recently tried a similar approach: 

flagging news that comes from a source that receives government 
funding.  PBS has protested that move, saying that this lumps PBS and the 
BBC in together with the Chinese service CCTV and the Russian service 
RT.291

  YouTube has actually implemented such an informational notice 
under the videos of all of those services.292

   

Computerized algorithms can not only contain the inherent biases 
of their creators, but they can also be affirmatively fooled, and not just by 
well-financed state actors.  Even a lone artist and a little red wagon can 
fool Google’s sophisticated computer algorithms.  German artist Simon 
Weckert loaded a wagon with ninety-nine cellphones and pulled them 
around the streets of Berlin to trick Google Maps into thinking there was 
a traffic jam.293  The  result was as he wished, that Google gave out traffic 
jam alerts for the streets he was walking along.  “Weckert added that his 
work highlights the ‘blindness’ which arises when people think of data as 
‘objective, unambiguous and interpretation free.’”294

 

MIT researchers have fooled Google’s image classifier to think a 
picture of a dog is really a picture of  guacamole.295  Similarly, researchers 
at Auburn University fooled Google’s image recognition into thinking a 
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fire truck was a school bus or a bobsled.296  Chinese researchers have 
reportedly been able to confuse the artificial intelligence that runs Tesla’s 
autonomous driving system in their electric cars.297

  If these artists and 
researchers are able to fool AI, there is no reasonable way to rely on the 
algorithms used.  Even in 2020, a bug in Instagram’s algorithm shielded 
former President Trump’s posts from negative hashtags, but not his 
opponent, Joe Biden.298

   
The idea of the artificial intelligence having failings of its own, 

having faulty algorithms, and even of harming its creators, has been the 
subject of modern fictional literature for years.  Whether it is the Hal 9000 
in 2001: A Space Odyssey,299 the NORAD WOPR computer in WarGames,300 

or Skynet in The Terminator,301 putting machine intelligence, or self-
learning algorithms in charge has long been recognized as perilous.  The 
examples above tell us that the current real science is so far showing that 
the fiction writers have not been wrong. 

What is the definition of any particular law, or even word?  If a 
former President of the United States famously said, “it depends on what 
the meaning of the word ‘is’ is”302 or the Supreme Court Justice who states 
that he does not know how to phrase the definition of obscenity, but he 
“know[s] it when [he] see[s] it,”303

 how are we ever to expect a private 
company to regulate speech as the government would like?  Even within 
the government, there are large differences of opinion on what kind of 
speech might violate any given policy.  That is the subject of decades of 
indecency court cases, of which there are numerous, that just take one 
slice of speech—whether something has gone too far toward obscenity—
and interpret that single slice.  Regulation of speech that offends, or is 
inaccurate, is a Pandora’s box that will consume the media companies.  
Some regulation might be necessary, like removing direct terroristic 
videos or particularly violent videos, but attempting to keep all political 
lies off a social media site, for example, is beyond a super-human task.   

Not only has the Supreme Court removed many of the boundaries 
of political speech,304

 but the private actors have announced how they will 
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treat their own election speech.  As soon as  Michael Bloomberg, a former 
mayor of New York City and billionaire-owner of Bloomberg  Media, 
announced his campaign for President in 2020, his media organization 
announced that it  would not investigate its owner, Michael Bloomberg, 
or his democratic opponents, but would  continue to investigate the now 
former President.305

  Further, Forbes magazine states that of the fifteen 
billionaires who are significant in American media, one is Carlos Slim 
Helu, a Mexican  billionaire who owns a large percentage of the New York 
Times,306 and another is Viktor  Vekselberg, a Russian billionaire who 
owned a portion of the website Gawker,307 now bankrupt  and sold.308  It 
has been said that Fox News represents Republican views309 and that other 
news organizations are aligned with Democratic views.310

  Ownership can 
be a factor in media. 

As long as private companies get to determine the content of their 
sites, they will be the first line of censors; and there is nothing inherently 
wrong with this.  Companies can be interested in “protecting” their 
users.  However, Robert Epstein states that Google “maintains at least 
nine different blacklists that impact our lives, generally without input or 
authority from any outside advisory group, industry association or 
government agency.”311  In 2011 Google blocked the domain “co.cc,” 
which contained 11 million websites, claiming they were “spammy.”312

  

While  none of this is particularly surprising, it is worth noting that even 
with the best of intentions, and  in a drive to deliver a good customer 
experience, a commercial entity will follow its own  interests.   

If we are expecting social media’s self-help to be accurate, we will 
be disappointed.  Facebook, right before July 4th, 2018, classified the 
publication of the Declaration of Independence as “hate speech.”313  Just 
weeks later, it went on to defend its decision to permit Holocaust denial 
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speech.314  The contrast is stark, the time periods are close, and the 
judgements of Facebook are confusing and perhaps inconsistent. 

In Prager University v. Google, Google was accused of censoring 
Prager University on its YouTube channels.315  The trial court held that 
notwithstanding the appearance of being a public forum, YouTube 
“remains a private forum, not a public forum subject to judicial 
scrutiny.”316  YouTube has also started a “restricted mode” that is 
activated by a user or business which restricts age-inappropriate 
content.317  This mode is used to restrict videos that cover topics related 
to terrorism, war, crime, and political conflicts.318  A video can be tagged 
as restricted either by an automated algorithm or by a user.319

  YouTube 
tagged some of PragerU’s videos as restricted and also demonetized  some 
videos so no advertisements would appear.320

  The court cites case after 
case including  Freedom Watch v. Google,321 Green v. YouTube, LLC,322 
and Nyabwa v. Facebook323 stand for the proposition that social media is 
not subject to regulation, because social networks are not government 
actors.324 

YouTube has also been sued for censoring LGBTQ+ speech.325
  A 

2019 lawsuit alleges that both the machine moderation “and human 
reviewers unfairly target channels that have words such as ‘gay,’ 
‘bisexual,’ or ‘transgender’ in the title.”326  YouTube has also been accused 
of discriminating based on race.327  Further, the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development sued Facebook for allowing advertisers to 
restrict who is able to see ads on the platform based on race, religion and 
national origin.328
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For all the criticism it receives, Twitter has announced some of the 
more progressive speech policies among social networks, banning hate 
speech based on age, disability, or disease.329  Twitter also banned a user 
for “misgendering” a transgender woman, and won a Section 230 case on 
the matter.330

  Twitter also won a case brought by a Republican 
Congressperson alleging that Twitter permitted defamatory posts against 
him.331  The court upheld Twitter’s right to control its own content under 
Section 230.332  However, since the courts have affirmed that Twitter has 
control over its speech, it is the implementation of the rules that filter 
that speech, whether by machine algorithm or human reviewer that 
counts.  A major publication asked Twitter for a copy of its rules and 
training manuals on moderation policies, and the company did not 
respond.333

  The same publication states that social media companies have 
also refused to release data on the demographics of their content 
reviewers.334

 

A website’s own interests, perhaps economic interests, might be a 
factor in censoring or limiting speech.  For example, Google had a project 
to create a limited version of its search engine for China.335  Google had 
withdrawn from China years before, but was considering re-entering the 
Chinese market, and that would take a search engine that could meet 
China’s censorship requirements.336  Google has now abandoned that 
project.337  Facebook also was willing to limit its own site to get back into 
China.338

  While Facebook would not suppress posts itself, it would offer a 
tool to suppress content to a partner company in China.339  It has also 
restricted content in other countries before, the New York Times reports, 
such as Pakistan, Russia, and Turkey.340  A website’s self-censorship, or 
“chilling” of speech might not only be for their own benefit, but perhaps 
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also for their users.  Sometimes use of some media can be life-
endangering or freedom-endangering.  For Twitter users in China, where 
Twitter is formally blocked, it has been reported that those who find their 
way through to Twitter can be jailed.341

  LinkedIn is one of the few 
American platforms allowed in China, and according to the New York 
Times, the website has “long bowed to the country’s censors.”342

 

Ownership of the media has long been a topic of discussion and 
attempted regulation.  During the heyday of their power and reach, 
broadcast stations were regulated so no foreign interest could own more 
than 25 percent.343  The FCC has recently approved a 100% foreign 
ownership transfer of broadcast stations to two Australian citizens.344

  The 
FCC will consider requests on a case-by-case basis.  The ownership of 
terrestrial media like broadcasters has been a point of paranoia and 
concern since World War II and the Cold War.  During World War II, a 
censorship board was created so that speech was only the most patriotic 
and cautious that helped the war effort.345  Concern about international 
meddling in a country’s internal affairs is not a new idea that sprang forth 
when Facebook and Twitter were created; it existed from the beginning 
of the democracy.346

 

Now that the internet is the dominant media force, the rule for 
broadcasters has been changed to up to 100% foreign ownership.347  But 
for many years, the percentage of ownership by foreign interests was a 
hot topic of debate.  Further, the diversity of voices who owned the media 
has been deemed important.  When applying for a broadcast station, a 
person who represented a “minority interest” would receive an extra 
credit during the review and that could often be determinative.348

  

Research has shown time after time that minority ownership led to a 
different balance in the content of the broadcast stations toward minority 
programming.349  In short, ownership of a voice counts towards its actual 
content.  When it comes to speech, ownership is material.   
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Government regulation is not the solution: the government 
cannot even agree on its own definitions nor directions.  Government 
regulation can also suppress the voices for change.  When the government 
is in charge of reviewing voices for change, we get cases like Walker v. 
City of Birmingham,350 where a city told Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. that 
he would never get his needed parade permit because of his views, and 
the Supreme Court upheld the conviction of the protesters.351  Or you have 
cities in current times attempting to pass restrictive ordinance to outlaw 
even peaceful protests.352  Such restrictions happen world-wide, including 
recently in Hong Kong.353

   

Even in the U.S., the government has had a hand in creating a 
voice that it subsidized: public broadcasting.  In the interest of promoting 
public education and information and expanding children’s television, 
the U.S. government has subsidized public broadcasting in this country.  
But even when the government itself subsidizes speech, that same 
government cannot agree on its speech.354  In the 1990s, members of our 
own government wanted to cut government funded broadcasting.  Newt 
Gingrich, Speaker of the House, wanted to cut public broadcasting 
funding,355 as have Presidents Reagan, Nixon, and George W. Bush.356   

A social media site has numerous anonymous users.  These users 
are not known to the social media site beyond the self-identification 
information that they supply.  And the topics are numerous and posted 
by a legion of users that far exceeds the number of employees that the 
social media site will ever be able to employ as screeners.  Are there any 
existing allegories? 

Yes, perhaps libraries are similar.  Libraries are full of books, 
magazines, and other writings, and very few of them are actually read by 
the librarians.  Rather, they are “posted” in the library for patrons, often 
anonymous walk-in patrons, to read and make their own judgments.  
There are some things libraries can do.  They can purchase materials from 
trusted publishers or buy from recommended lists and best-seller lists, 
but certainly much of the library’s materials are not screened.  And that 
is part of the risk our free society has taken.  In the case of libraries, some 
materials which are later discovered to be inappropriate get removed. 

One move that some social networks have taken is to provide 
verification to certain accounts that are in the public interest, such as 
celebrities. The verification process does not stop verified accounts from 
sharing posts by unverified users, but the disclosures that verification 
provides may be a step in the right direction.  This article posits that news 
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sources gather a reputation and by that reputation gain veracity.  If the 
source is verified, at least the audience knows the reputation and track 
record of the source.  Much as the many disclosures from food labels to 
movie ratings help consumers, verification of the source could be a good 
way of helping consumers decide who to believe.  Harvard Professor Cass 
Sunstein calls it “sunlight as disinfectant”357 or the use of disclosure 
policies to help the consumers of information sort out the good from the 
bad.  However, in practice, disclosure has three failings.  The first is the 
failings of the even the best organizations to be ever honest; the second 
is the existence of dishonest actors to lie or cover their tracks; and the 
third is that the social media’s method of enforcing disclosure or 
identifying reliable sources can be flawed.  The platforms can stop 
curating and propagating unverified material.  As identified by Sofia 
Grafanaki, social media platforms curate material and promulgate it to 
people who are likely to be interested.358  If the social media platforms 
perform a basic “self-editing” function of knowing what they speak 
about, it could reduce some of the circulation of untrue material.  Note 
that this does not infringe anyone’s speech because nothing is deleted, it 
just reduces the circulation. 

Even the most steadfast of the news organizations can self-
jeopardize their reputation.  The New York Times claimed the title of “All 
the News That’s Fit to Print” and claimed a good reputation for accuracy, 
but it has been plagued by stories of news fabrication.359  Once consumers 
are informed about the source, filtering inaccurate information and 
editing for improved accuracy becomes the problem of the news 
organization and not the consumer.  The source identification could be 
called an “information trademark.”  Much as a consumer can identify 
better quality clothing from the trademarks, so could consumers identify 
news with a strong reputation for accuracy.  In election interference, the 
foreign countries might post fake stories on Facebook, but they also have 
to hide behind fake identities.360

   

Of course, all products protected by trademarks are subject to 
impersonation.361

  Every bit of clothing with a valuable trademark has 
probably had pirated goods that they needed to compete against.  
Similarly, cyber hacking could lead to spoofing of an information 
trademark.  But the concept of a verified source moves the onus for 
control of speech from the social media site back to the originator of the 
content, where it belongs.  Those who speak the speech should be 
responsible for the content. 

But inevitably, questions arise: who will set the standards for 
verification?  Can verification be done online?  Does it require a physical 
presence?  If it, for example, requires a brick-and-mortar presence, will 
verification discriminate against small but perhaps effective reporters, 
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bloggers and marginalized voices striving to be heard?  Can an individual 
be accredited?  What about the differences of verification processes and 
effectiveness across countries?  Will there be different standards for 
different locations?  In other words, we once again begin approaching the 
“algorithm problem” with questions of who determines the algorithm 
used to approve the certified speakers.  And will the approval process 
vary from platform to platform?  Will Facebook’s “verified source” be as 
accountable as Twitter’s “verified source”?  Or does that just introduce 
two layers of possible inaccuracy and consumer deception? 

If some sort of governmental regulation needs to be enacted, the 
easiest and most effective regulation will be that which applies to in-state 
actors.362  It is often impossible to reach cross-border to punish individual 
actors, so the regulation of speech will need to be mostly against domestic 
corporations and domestic speakers.  The patent unfairness in a global 
speech marketplace is immediately obvious.   

There are islands of experimenting around the world isolating the 
internet from the rest of the world, and the separating and segregation 
national internets is sometimes called the  Splinternet.363  Most famous is 
the “Great Firewall of China” which creates a complete  regulation of 
internet traffic in and out of China.364

  But so far, most of the world has a 
generally  open internet.365  An open internet facilitates international 
commerce and international exchange of ideas and news and assists in the 
regular functioning of a global civilization.  However, the government of 
China is not bashful about its own efforts to sway world opinion.366  

In the world of commercial speech, even basketball teams are not 
immune for the commercial reality of chilling speech to avoid 
governmental consequences.  The National Basketball Association (NBA) 
gave direction to its players after a tweet offended China, a country with 
which the NBA is trying to do business.367  After a general manager for one 
of its teams expressed support for the protesters in Hong Kong via a 
tweet, the tweet was deleted and 
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an apology posted.368
  Chinese companies pulled sponsorships from the 

NBA and Adi Robertson of The Verge reports that the general manager’s 
employers considered firing him.369

  Robertson further reports that 
LinkedIn is owned by Microsoft and that they censor anti-government 
material in China,370 and Apple has removed pro-democracy songs by 
Hong Kong singers.371

  Some refuse to be affected by China.  Google left 
China years ago, even though they seem to want to re-start if it even 
becomes possible.372  The creators of the show South Park were fine after 
China banned their show for an episode called “Band in China” that “took 
aim at what it portrayed as a tendency in U.S. culture to adjust content to 
accommodate Chinese censorship laws.”373

 

Countries are sensitive to how they are portrayed.  Professor Kate 
Klonick examines through empirical research the new arbiters of taste 
and speech among the major platforms,374 and she has found incidences 
where individual countries like Thailand and Turkey approached YouTube 
to remove videos.375  Her research and interviews show that the rules the 
companies used developed over time as their content volume increased 
were difficult to articulate consistently to workforces located in various 
countries around the world, and were subject to cultural interpretation, 
among other issues that created great inconsistencies in 
implementation.376

 

In the world of an open internet, information flows freely unless 
stopped by governments.  It is possible to use technology to create a 
mostly-sealed information border on the internet since the vast majority 
of internet traffic arrives via high speed wires, coaxial cables, and fiber 
optics.377

  Each of these need to be “landed” at a point on the way into the 
country and that gives an opportunity for governments to place 
censorship hardware at these landings.378  Once the government can 
control the incoming and outgoing data, it is possible to have fairly good 

government control of data.  The control may not be absolute because of 
radio-frequency communication and its ability to bypass the landed entry 
points.  Satellites and terrestrial radio can get data past those points.  And 
so, while governmental control may be “effective” or “effective enough,” 
it may not be perfect.  Similarly, there are ways of using encryption to 
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“smuggle” in data via the regular landed entry points.379  Encryption is a 
method of encoding data so it is unreadable.380  Sometimes the encrypted 
information is in a file that can be readily discerned, and sometimes it 
might be hidden in something else like a picture file.381

  Finally, there has 
always been direct smuggling of information.  The Cold War literature is 
full of stories of information being smuggled cross-border, so nothing says 
a motivated person will not find a way of getting some data drives across 
a border.  Attempting to seal the information border is futile. 

V. INSURMOUNTABLE BARRIERS TO REGULATION 

Most countries have faced questions of media content ownership.  
In many countries, media outlets need to be owned by a majority of 
national citizens.382  However quaint this is, in the internet age when 
media companies are available worldwide, national limits on media 
ownership are ineffective.  Sure, Facebook can create country- and 
language-specific websites like facebook.fr for French-language sites 
directed towards France, which also makes it easier to comply with 
individual quirks of French law.  But overall, these websites are reachable 
by anyone, anywhere, unless a government splits its internet from the 
rest of the world.  Speaking French is not a perquisite to being on the 
French version of Facebook.   

Facebook is owned by the shareholders who own the stock.  Mark 
Zuckerberg owns the majority, an investment firm owns the second 
most, Zuckerberg’s college roommate owns some, and even a Russian 
investment firm owns a nice percentage.383

  In modern times, ownership 
is not balkanized by citizenship; it is determined by finances.  Since social 
media is owned and managed by individuals, it can have its own biases.  
While it probably surprises few that former President Trump has alleged 
viewpoint discrimination by certain social media and search platforms 
including Facebook and Google, it has also been alleged by the other side 
that some social media platforms have discriminated against the 
democratic candidates including Elizabeth Warren384 and Tulsi 
Gabbard.385  No matter who you are, you might not feel treated fairly by 
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social media, because others are making decisions about your content.  
Professor Klonick has also looked at the motivation of social media 
companies, asking why, if the companies are immune under Section 230, 
they would bother to spend a lot of money and effort to self-regulate and 
moderate speech.386  Her answer is that they are economically motivated 
to do so, because they need to create a hospitable environment for their 
customers.387 

Online media companies are huge by comparison to traditional 
media companies.  Vox lists the June 2019 market cap of Amazon at 
$943B, and Google at $773B.388  Apple is now  approaching a market cap 
of nearly $2,000B.389  Contrast that with other large media companies like 
Disney at $254B, ATT/Warner Media at $237B, Verizon at $237B, Netflix 
at  $158B, Comcast/NBC at $198B and CBS at $19B.390  The big online 
media and search  companies control the dialogue and dominate the 
traditional media, perhaps with an  even greater reach because they are 
inherently worldwide.   

Social media, despite being called “new media” is now the media 
establishment.  Social networks are accountable to shareholders and have 
billions and billions of dollars of market capital; as of the time of this 
article, for example, Facebook is a publicly traded company with a $755B 
market capitalization.391

  This accountability to shareholders drives their 
behavior toward their speech.  While many have argued for or 
implemented speech controls392 for social media, it is the open and free 
internet that permits voices to thrive without interference.  We have seen 
that YouTube has filtered out videos with the word “gay” in them,393 and 
while one important change is for social media to be friendly to all voices, 
there should also be room for alternate distribution.  Professor A.J. 
Christian’s work has established an entire media production mechanism 
for voices that may intersect with social media at some points, but may 
also use their own distribution paths.394

  These alternate paths are 
important in light of discrimination by the big social media 
conglomerates. 

And some of those decisions, especially in a heated political race, 
are time sensitive.  Not being able to make your argument today might be 
as devastating as not being able to make your 
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argument at all.  So even if there is a review process or an appeal process, 
the fact that a private company makes a viewpoint decision can be 
devastating.  It can also be devastating if they do not stop some 
allegations, but in a free speech environment, the truth should rise to the 
top over lies by additional speech.  Will that work if some speech is 
banned?  

This also brings up the question of how to punish bad actors.  The 
pragmatics of punishing people who speak against an interest politically 
is interesting.  From the beginning of time, it depends on who is not 
getting what they want as to who will protest.  But the people who 
determine whether the speech was valid or not are likely to also have 
political ties.  Whether to the current administration, to the last 
administration, or to an unelected candidate, or just to an idea, how are 
the viewpoints to be fairly discerned?  If they cannot be fairly discerned, 
should they be ruled upon at all?  For example, in addition to political 
party, what effect does political donations have upon the determinations?  
Does a large donor to a party receive more leeway?  If so, why?  Shouldn’t 
everyone be treated the same?  If so, how would that happen?   

Big donors or wealth interests affect the dialogue in many 
countries.  There are several  public interest groups that watch who 
legislators receive donations from and posit that their vote  might be 
influenced by these donations, and that therefore, the electing public and 
the regulated  public deserve to know who the duly elected receive money 
from in case there seems to be a  direct influence.395

  Also, there are 
numerous public laws on the books that regulate what a  legislator can do 
in accepting campaign donations, and some candidates who vow to not 
accept big  donations.  Each of these are actions showing that people have 
been concerned about the influence of donations on the decisions that 
lawmakers make.  Similarly, lawmakers are likely to go easy on regulating 
the business of big donors, whether they might be news organizations, 
publishers, newspapers, websites, or other media.   

In Citizens United, the Supreme Court ruled that private 
individuals may donate as much as they want to political campaigns.  
Because campaign donations are a form of political speech and political 
speech should be protected, wealthy individuals cannot be restricted from 
massive donations, even if the donations might be to elect those who are 
favorable to their views.  A British publication followed the 2018 midterm 
elections and found that the top donors in the US campaigns were Sheldon 
Abelson at $113 million, Thomas Steyer at $50 million,396 Richard and 
Elizabeth Uihlein at $39 million, Michael Bloomberg at $38 million,397 
Donald Sussman at $22.8 million, James Simons at $18.9 million, and 
George Soros $17 million.398

  These are large donations and are intended 
to sway the results of elections and of society after the elected assume 
office.  

Along with individuals, corporations can also conduct lobbying.  

 
395 See generally OPENSECRETS, opensecrets.org (last visited Jan. 29, 2021); 

CHARITYWATCH, charitywatch.org (last visited Jan. 29, 2021); FOLLOWTHEMONEY, 
followthemoney.org (last visited Jan. 29, 2021). 

396 He was later a candidate for president himself. 
397 Also a subsequent candidate for president. 
398 Natalie Jones, Midterm Big Spenders: The Top 20 Political Donors This 

Election, Guardian (Nov 2, 2018), https://www.theguardian.com/us-
news/2018/nov/02/midterm-spending-top-political-donors-sheldon-adelson. 
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In 2018, for example, Open Secrets, a website that tracks lobbying 
spending, recorded that  among the highest lobbying expenditures were 
firms and groups interested in healthcare, such as the  Pharmaceutical 
Research and Manufacturers of America, American Hospital Association, 
Blue  Cross/Blue Shield, and the American Medical Association.399  
Similarly, communication was a  big issue, and in 2019 among the largest 
internet donors were Amazon (owner of streaming  and publication 
services), Twitter, Alphabet/Google, Alibaba, and Facebook.400  The 
amount  they spend on lobbying projects their messages to lawmakers so 
those lawmakers know which issues the companies would like addressed 
and which they would like delayed. 

Once political campaigns spent millions and millions of dollars of 
campaign advertising on traditional television, and one of the most 
powerful lobbies in Washington, D.C. was an industry group know and 
the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB).  Why were the 
broadcasters a powerful lobby listened to by the legislators?  Because it 
did not matter if you were running for a governmental office in New York 
City, or in small-town Oregon, you needed the media from the networks 
to the local television and radio stations to get your word out.  You needed 
to advertise on their stations.  You needed their newscasts to cover you.  
You needed to be invited to appear on their talk shows and in their 
candidate debates.  Legislators did not aggressively regulate those they 
relied upon.  Regulation was around the edges, and each year that other 
media developed, it became more and more lax.   

Now the legislators need Google and its ad-words for advertising.  
They need Twitter to get the word of their deeds out daily, and they need 
other media such as Facebook to post enduring information and to host 
live streams.  Is there any chance that the legislators will get tough with 
the media that they need to get elected?  Their own path to re-election 
depends on the media—the new media, the old media, all media.  They 
might be reluctant to disturb the operating paradigms maintained by 
media ownership.  Having elected officials as the guardians or even the 
regulators of the media has been, and will continue to be, an exercise in 
futility.   

Although regulating viewpoints on social media is generally 
difficult, bordering on impossible, there are some things that might be 
done.  These things depend on the big “brick and mortar” companies, 
those that are large enough to have physical presences that are easy for 
the government to interact with.  There will always be small voices and 
small websites, but unless a government attempts to control all content 
on the internet within its country, those sources will just go un-
controlled. 

The companies and sources that a government could deal with are 
Facebook, Google, major news companies such as the “big three,” PBS, 
and Fox, Amazon, Yahoo, Netflix, and others with a major US 
infrastructure presence.  Some of these companies may come and go over 
the years—think Myspace, Prodigy, Compuserv, or an old broadcasting 

 
399 Health: Top Contributors to Federal Candidates, Parties, and Outside, 

OPENSECRETS, 
https://www.opensecrets.org/industries/contrib.php?ind=H&Bkdn=Source&cycle=201
8 (last visited Jan. 29, 2021). 

400 Industry Profile: Internet, OPENSECRETS, 
https://www.opensecrets.org/federal-
lobbying/industries/summary?id=B13&cycle=2019 (last visited Jan. 29, 2021). 
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networks—but the idea that a company needs to be reasonably stable, 
identifiable, and present for a government to regulate it is a constant. 

Getting some sort of disclosure and identification from some 
sources can be done, especially if the government were to regulate 
advertisers.  Governmental regulation on disclosure of political 
advertising has a long history, including in both broadcast and cable.  The 
unique thing about advertising that makes it more easily subject to 
disclosure is the purchase transaction to buy advertising time, ads, or 
clicks.  If there is enough information needed to establish billing and 
commerce, so far there might be the possibility to track.401

  So at the time 
of purchasing advertising, the media company can require sufficient 
identification that they disclose who the source is.  And of course, if the 
source is not identifiable and traceable, the media company should not 
take the advertisement.  With disclosure comes at least the appearance of 
some transparency.  And disclosure is usually enforceable; the Supreme 
Court has routinely upheld the validity of campaign disclosure laws.402  
However, there are perfectly legal ways of currently foiling disclosure, 
like companies hiding behind supposed public interest groups, the 
members of which are not consumers or grass-roots groups, but rather 
other companies much like themselves. 

CONCLUSION 

The regulation of political speech content is the most difficult of 
all.  One person’s deeply held values are totally opposed by others with 
equal fervor.  And what exactly is political speech? Even the definition of 
what constitutes political speech is evasive.  Therefore, the slicing of 
political speech and the determination of what is valuable and what is 
offensive is difficult at best and impossible at worst.  Further, the private 
media companies themselves have interests in the outcome, whether 
they need a favor from the government, or they want to gain favor with a 
particular candidate or social group, or whether they are seeking 
financial benefits.  It does not matter; the result is the same.  Online 
media has demonstrated enough power that it has been able to shut down 
a sitting President and stop all news on a platform to a continent, so they 
have the power and authority to remove at least some pernicious 
material, they just need to exercise it.  The media consumer will be the 
judge of the quality of the results, and ultimately the quality of the 
platform. 

Content regulation is difficult even in the best of circumstances; it 
is difficult for all speech, and it is especially difficult when the topic is the 
murky world of political speech.  Even determining the origin of the 
speech for identification of the source is extremely problematical in the 
interconnected internet world, one where anonymous accounts and 
deepfakes are possible.  Even the usual good practice of informing a 
consumer and letting them make their own choice is difficult, and with 
the quantity of speech on the internet media, deceptive technology, and 
the difficulty of building unbiased algorithms, mere regulation without 

 
401 This may not be the case in the future with the use of cyber currencies 

which are not traceable like Bitcoin and others. 
402 Millicent Usoro, A Medium-Specific First Amendment Analysis on 

Compelled Campaign Finance Disclosure on the Internet, 71 FED. COMMC’NS. L. J. 299, 
303 (2018–19). 
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more is likely to follow the path of past failed attempts at regulating 
speech.  The consumer needs to take agency of their own information.  
For years, universities have been teaching courses in media literacy to 
empower people to be better and more critical consumers of media.  
Finland has recognized this as a cultural and perhaps safety imperative 
and are now teaching their population what deepfakes are, how to 
identify bots, how to identify stock photos, and whether they have been 
“trolled” by “the Russian Army.”403 

The real mantra is “information consumer beware.”  Election 
outcomes might be swayed by targeted speech, but that has always been 
the case.  In fact, the purpose of an election is for all parties to try to sway 
opinion.  It is the purpose of the candidates, of their parties, of their 
constituents, of the opinion media, of every individual in the street with 
an opinion, to sway the opinion of others.  In the 2020 election, there was 
even an internal opposition group within the President’s own party 
attempting to sway voter opinion away from the President.404   It is 
impossible to take away the essence of the political process—that of 
convincing people of the right path for the election, the proper candidate 
or issue to be supported—via a regulation that is ultimately supervised by 
someone who has their own opinion. Biases are built into the processes.   

The real place to protect American elections is at the polls.  As long 
as the electorate gets to vote and their votes are counted, then the work 
of an election has been done.  The fact that a voter might have been 
bombarded with a huge amount of information containing both truths 
and lies is part of the process and has been the way of politics since the 
first U.S. election.  The 2020 election proved that the election process is 
resilient, with sixty-two court challenges and sixty-one rulings against 
the former President, including by some judges that he had appointed.405 

The encouragement of speech is the value to protect.  The 
ascertaining of source is also a good value, insofar as it is possible.  And 
the encouragement of competing sources so an informed public does not 
depend on the concentration of information from Facebook, Twitter, and 
Google is also a good practice, as more and more diverse voices has always 
been our value.  That is what we should be protecting.  Even those who 
are criticizing the diverse voices theorem acknowledge that it has worked 
for many decades.  Consumer beware applies to everything from 
shopping transactions to financial transactions, to email phishing scams, 
to telemarketing telephone calls, and now to the most important 
transaction a person will make: casting a vote.   

Those who are on the internet will also eventually be able to find 
value in reputation.  If a source has a reputation for unbiased accuracy, it 
is likely to be the first place that info consumers will access.  The 
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reputation for reporting will become more and more important.  A 
reputation for opinion is also alright, but that source will not necessarily 
be a go-to for those interested in veracity.  Finally, an ease-of-access for 
competing and new voices will encourage the competition and the 
diversity that will contribute to the formulation of truth in the 
marketplace of ideas.  There is nothing wrong with leaving the social 
media alone to make their own determinations.  What is difficult, and 
perhaps impossible, is to police is the judgment they use to make those 
determinations.  Each person should be free to choose the social media 
that works best for them.  They should be free to move from older social 
media to newer social media as information venues that suit their needs 
develop.  They should be free to “change channels” as their interests suit 
them.  Social networks develop their own reputations for the service and 
content they offer.  One merely needs to think about how many social 
networks have come and gone to understand how fleeting consumer 
tastes are.406 

Regulation of the social media is futile: it is futile because history 
has proven we cannot regulate speech; it is futile for technological 
reasons—the technology of fakery and stealth is so good that the truth 
cannot be determined; it is futile for global reasons—there is always a 
different regulatory regime that will let the material pass; and it is futile 
for viewpoint reasons—who is to make the determination?  Even a robotic 
intelligence has shown that it cannot be fair.  Encouraging good practices 
and providing regulation that encourages competition and speech will 
create a free exchange of ideas and encourage a well-functioning 
information marketplace. 
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